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AMBIBB OB
—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VI.
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.

From the Southern Literary Messenger.

TO THE EVENING STAR.
“ Star of descending night!”
How lovely is thy beam ;
How softly pours thy silv’ry light,
O’er the bright glories of the west,
As new the sun sunk to his rest,
Sends back his parting stream
Of golden splendor, like a zone
Of beauty, o’er the horizon!

“ Star of descending night!”
First of the sparkling train .
That gems the sky, I hail thy light;
And as I watch thy peaceful ray,
That sweetly spreads o’er fading day,
1 think and think again,
That thou art some fair orb of light,
W here spirits bask in glory bright.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBES 81, 1836.
ing aloud on all the friends of God and man to
lend a willing ear, and give a hearty response
to its claims.
Can the disciples of the Prince of Peace r-e
fuse to examine such a subject at such a time ?
Have they not already slumbered over it fifteen
hundred years too long? If they will cling to
their slumbers, will their final Judge hold them
guiltless?
Friend of Peace.
From the Church Advocate.

■ THE MINISTER’S DISEASE.

but not one word is said about its being any
part of a Christians duty, privilege, or happi
ness to be fretful.
Not willing to give the matter up, I searched
farther and found the following; “And beside
this, giving all diligence, add to your faith vir
tue; and to virtue knowledge; and to know
ledge temperance; and to temperance patience:
and to patience, godliness; and to godliness
brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kindness
charity.” Here is a very full account of the
most distinguishing traits of the Christian, but
there is nothing said about the quality underdiscussion. And I reasoned, that if fretfulness were
one of these traits, the apostle, who was a very
careful and judicious man, would certainly have
meniioned it.
Then I thought, however, it might be some
thing very becoming—-that which might have
been very properly mentioned, at least among
the inferior graces of piety; but as every thing
amiable and lovely could not be mentioned,
this was omitted for that reason, I looked there
fore for the loveliness of this quality, for the
purpose of seeing whether it was not a proper
ornament of Christian character. And I con
templated actual cases.
The pig baked for dinner was not thoroughly
done. “What a piece of work that provoking
cook has made of it. Does he think that I rvill
be abused in that manner ? Stupid fellow!—
I’ll—why, I will not have him in my house an
other day.” The disciple was heated enough
I thought to have finished the baking of the
pig, had they been in contact; and while he
was hot, I tried to see if there was any loveli
ness in being fretful ; but I did not see any.
The boy did not return at the time he was di
rected. The mother put on what, as was above
noticed, I was unable to find in the whole cata
logue of Christian graces. She said, in great
excitement, “It was scandalous, provoking, in
tolerable—she would teach him—she would let

meekness, long-suffering,”—except such of you
Colossians as have weak nerves—“forbearing
one another,” save the irritable among you,
since you cannot help it. Again. “I beseech
you, Ephesian Christians, that ye walk worthy
of the vocation wherewith ye are called, with ail
lowliness and meekness, with long-suffering,"
save the nervous among you, who are exempted
from this injunction. This way of correcting an
Apostle—how does it look
I took still another view. I could not see, as
above stated, that fretfulness was scriptural, or
lovely, or excusable ; but I did see some things
in it. which should render it the deep aversion of
every disciple of Christ.
<• It disgraces religion. It violates some of its
most positive injunctions, and some which seem
ed to have been aimed at this very sin. And
see, too, its perfect discordance with the spirit
of Christ. The idea would be perfectly shock
ing to you, that there should ever have been
any thing like ill-nature or ill temper in the Sa
viour. And you can have no idea of Christian
character in which it would not be a reproach.
Abraham in a passion 1 Isaiah in a fretful
mood! John the Baptist out of temper. The
Apostle Paul ill-natured, and Saint Peter a scol
ding 1 Just see how the thing looks; I think
you had not better fret any more. No! not
about any thing.
And for another reason. It mil hinder pray
er. Fretting and praying! There were never
any two things in more perfect contrast. ‘Men
ought always to pray,’ then they ought never
to fret. You cannot fret and then pray very
well: though you never more needed prayer
than when in such a mood.” The next time you
find yourself in such a frame, (may you never
have a chance for the trial, though,) just think
of prayer and attempt it. You cannot mingle
such hostile elements. You will have to cast
out the spirit of fretfulness before you can have
the spirit of prayer. And if you succeed in
the objection, then take measures, I pray you,
to keep it out, which is better than to cast it
out.
“I think you have said enough about so small
a matter.”
Well, I will stop when I have done one thing,
more, and that is, to correct this last statement
of yours.” Fretfulness a small matter! Then
it is a small matter to show the very contrast of
the “meekness and gentleness of Christ”—to
violate his express precept—to dishonour your
Christian profession—to cut off your soul from
happy communion with God. No, it is not a
small matter. He that thinks so, makes a very
great and dangerous mistake. Ar.d if you have
made it, I beg of you to correct it directly.
SIMON.

Much has lately been written on this sub
ject. One who has had some experience of the
visitant thus named, offers a few remarks, which
may possibly be of use to his younger breth
ren.
It is a law of nature, as well as of revelation,
Star of descending night!”
that man should have periodical relaxation and
Oft hast thou met my gaze,
rest. To most of the world, this can or does
When evening’s calm and mellow light,
come, one day in seven. But when does the
Invited to the secret bower,
clergyman have it ? On Sunday, most evident
To spend with God the tranquil hour,
ly, he is a severe laborer; he must therefore
In grateful prayer and praise,—
Then thy soft ray so passing sweet,
take some other day. After much trial the
Has beamed around my hallowed seat.
writer is clearly of opinion, that Saturday
should be the clergyman’s day. Let him make
And I have loved thee, star !
When in night’s diadem,
it a point of duty, and of habit, to finish his
I saw the lovelier, brighter, far
writing on Friday night. This can be done by
Than all the stellate worlds, and thought
the determined. The mind is as susceptible of
Of that great star the wise men sought,
And came to Bethlehem,
habits as the body. It was the writer’s practice
To view the infant Saviour’s face,
to do most of his writing on a Thursday; and
The last bright hope of Adam’s race.
on that day, after a considerable practice, his
mind came almost as naturally to its tasks, as
THE OBSERVER.
the appetite to the hour of dining.
Having thus disciplined the mind, let Satur
day be devoted to pastoral visits, and, as much
From the New York Observer.
THE CAUSE OF PEACE DESERVES ATTEN as may be, to exercise in the open air. Partic
ularly, if convenient, let a ride on horseback,
TION.
The cause of peace,as a distinct department with a trotting horse, be taken that day It was
of benevolence and reform is not duly regarded some time before the writer could decide, why,
by the Christian community. We rejoice in the on some Sundays, bis voice was several tones
growing attention paid to this subject; but we heavier and much freer,—He at last observed
will state a few reasons to show, that it demands this always followed a ride, on such a horse as him know--- it would be the last time she would
especially from Christians, tenfold more than it has been mentioned, and concluded, that his be so treated.” This disciple 1 had seen wear
lungs were materially benefitted by the me some of the garments which compose the spir
is even now receiving.
1. Its nature as a matter of moral obligation.— chanical exercise they received, or in other itual apparel. The robe she wore now, howev
er, did not belong to that inventory, for 1 look
It is a question that concerns subjects and rul words, by their being well shaken.
Saturday having been thus devoted to em ed over two separate accounts of it, already
ers, individuals and nations, involving their du
ty to themselves, to one another, and to God. ployments, which will fatigue the physical sys noticed, and could not find it on either. There
To him they are all responsible; and one day tem sufficiently for sound and quiet rest, let an was the command to “put on ;” but then “meek
will he call the warrior and the statesman, the hour or two of additional sleep be taken on ness, gentleness, long-suffering,” &c., were the
monarch and the peasant, male and female, to a Saturday night. Then, on Sunday, the clergy things to be put on, and if that disciple thought
strict account for the part they take in the man will rise fresh and vigorous for his labours. fretfulness was one of them, she was certainly
wholesale butchery of his creatures. It is a He will go through them with a facility which mistaken. She could not have carefully exam
question of awful and universal concern. Not will astonish him—a facility which will contrib ined the record. However, since it was on, I
one of us can avoid taking sides; and it is high ute immensely to the smooth, flow of his spirits, looked to see if there was any thing lovely about
time for every man to determine what stand God and thus add to his religious enjoyment. Let it, but I did not find it.
The father was reading a newspaper. A lit
requires him to take. We may never he sum Ip’s food on that day be light but nourishing.—
moned to the field of battle but we shall be Let him avoid a hearty supper of solid food, tle child, not particularly interested in politics,
tempted, in one way or another to encourage when his public exercises are finished : a mis but attending to its own affairs, upset the chair
From the Episcopal Recorder.
the custom of war. This we may do by the take into which many clergymen fall, and for and tumbling with it upon the floor, mourned
which
they
pay
bitterly
in
what
is
called
“
?no»most
vehemently
over
its
fallen
fortunes.
“
Out
“
HEAR
AND
YOUR
SOUL SHALL LIVE.”
votes we cast, the measures we support, or the
Isaiah Iv. 3.
principles we advocate, whether in religion, dayishness.” The stomach often craves food af of the room with that child I” said the father,
morals, or politics. Neutral we cannot he; and ter preaching, but then is no time to gratify it; in a voice that almost started the plastering.—
This is a pointed rebuke of the thought some
if responsible to the Judge of all for whatever for it is Ivcakened by the unusual exertion of “Do you think I’ll be disturbed in this way!— times indulged, as if under the Christian dis
influence we exert here, we aresolemnly bound the lungs, and less able to digest, though its ap Away with that child I say.” Here was a very pensation little had been left for us to do: as
pure specimen of fretfulness, and it furnished though, because “the power is of God,” there
to.examine this great question of duty to God petite be never so keen.
In addition to this, it might be well, for those me therefore, with a very fair opportunity of must be no necessity for our own agency in the
and man.
2. Its peculiar importance. It involves the who can consult them, to inquire of opera sing i seeing the loveliness of this article, if it had any. work of salvation. We find ourselves weak
duty, rights and interests of all mankind.— ers, and similar persons, what training they un I But I did not see any.
through the flesh: we yield to temptation, la
There is noton this side of eternity another to dergo to fit themselves for their public perform I I saw a man in a very snappish state, respec- ment our folly, and pray for strength to resist
pic of vaster magnitude. It is big with the ances. No doubt, useful hints might be glean j ting a certain antic of his horse. Now I could sin. All this may be well; but if we look for
weal or woe, temporal and eternal, of unborn ed from them; and surely they ought not to be i not justify the beast, for he certainly might assistance to be granted in a miraculous way,
myriads. Had it been at first decided aright it wiser to gather gold, than “ the children of j have done better. Nor could I the man. He and trust we'shall be made to resist temptation,
I beat the brute vehemently, both with words though we renewedly yield to it, our thoughts
would have prevented an incalculable amount light” to win souls.
A word as to the tones with which we should ' and blows. As I was in search of the moral arc vain, and our practices foolish.
of sin and misery, saved lives enough to repcople many a world like our own, and staid tor speak: We have two tones—the tenor, and the ' beauty of fretf’ulness, I looked for it here.-*We noed strength to secure the life of our
rents of blood sufficient to crimson the surface bass. Common conversation is usually conduc i But I saw no beauty in it: though I think I have souls, we pray for it; the answer is, “Hear and
ted
in
the
latter;
and
every
body
knows
that
we
! seen some in the resolution of President Ed your soul shall live/’ Hear what? The comof the whole globe.
3. Extent of its connexions and bearings.' It can talk for hours, without fatigue. So we wards, “That he never would he angry with a 'mandments aud promises of God. Do we fall
pervades the world, and touches all its main can preach, if we will talk in the same key ; on brute.” .
by compliances with the flesh? The command
As I could find nothing lovely in fretfulness, is, “Abstain from fleshly lusts, which war
springs of duty and itercst. It infuses more or ly adding to the volume of the voice, accord
less of its influence into nearly every thing that ing to the size of a church. And less of this in looking at individual cases, I thought, per against the soul.” Abstinence is here the sup
concerns mankind in time or eternity. It effects adding is necessary than is supposed. It is not haps, it might be seen if it were looked at by port of life. But this must be our own act:
agriculture and manufactures, commerce and loudness, but distinctness, which makes us audi the quantity. And I saw an obstructed stage not even the power of God, as infinite wisdom
the arts, literature and science, liberty, morals, ble and understood. A late judge in Massa coach full of fretful persons—and a retarded sees, fit to exercise it, can take this work out of
and religion, the forms of government, the in chusetts, a very feeble and sickly man, was al canal-boat full—and then a draw-bridge cover our hands. Unless we actually abstain, it can
stitutions of society, the character of every peo ways heard in every court-room in the State, ed with them. Indeed I have seen several never be accomplished. We must not seek to
ple; social order, domestic happiness, and the while the stoutest and most vociferous lawyers, scores of persons in possession of as much of magnify, the grace of God by a lie, by leaving
prosperity, political, moral, and religious, of all were often quite unintelligible. He was dis this article as could be reasonably desired.— to it a part that from the very nature of the case
tinct in his utterance, and taught himself the But it looked no better by the quantity than in has been assigned to us. It is indeed true, if
nations. Shall such a subject be neglected?
4. Circumstances ofthe age. A crisis is ap habit, by reading aloud in his study a half hour a small parcel, just as there is no more agreea- the work be effected we ascribe it to the grace
| able emotion in looking into a nest of serpents, of God; so “from him cometh every good and
proaching which calls upon us to decide this every day.
Speaking on the tenor key, straining, scream than upor. one alone.
perfect gift;” but this affords no excuse for in
great question. The state of civilized, nomin
Since, therefore, I could find no mention of decision and slothfulness. There is no danger
ally Christian, nations: the commercial and lit ing and making the lungs a forcing pump it is,
erary intercourse between different parts of the which scales and excoriates the throat, debili fretfulness among the Christian graces, and that our own strength will be put too soon, or
g.obe: the growth of manufactures and the arts tates the system, and terminates so often in could find nothing lovely in any case of it, too much in requisition to abstain from sin.—
the progress or knowledge, and the rise of pop throat-disease, bronchitis and consumption.— which came under my observation, I judged it Should wc begin without even waiting for the
ular governments: the various, efforts to diffuse Most especially is this the case, when the system was a piece of apparel which a disciple should return of our prayers, no harm could ensue.—
Christianity over the whole earth; the creation has been admirably prepared for deleterious im never put on.
It may be that God has already done as much
“Well,” said one, “1 did not have it on but to assist us, as is compatible with the methods
of numerous interests feelings, and habits, that pressions, by anxious and hurried labours on
shrink from war as their deadliest foe;—these Saturday, and protracted writing of a Satur a minute—I did fret but was quickly over it.” of his government. Suppose a fellow creature
and many other circumstances demand a gen day night. This is a suicidal practice: the cler That handsomely-dressed gentleman, passing would allure you into sin; it is enough that you
eral and earnest consideration of a subject so gyman who persists in it is a traitor to his con down the street, picks up a greasy, soofj sheep- ■ are aware of the evil and have strength of limbs
essential to the great aims and enterprises of stitution.
skin, just thrown from the shoulders of a Hot- ' to carry you from the enticer’s presence. Are
If soreness of the throat has been occasioned tentot, and wraps it around his own. But I see you tempted to commit a fraud upon your
the age.
5. Necessity of increased attention. Wars, we less by physical debility, &c. than by some sud it is off in a moment. And that is his apology, ' neighbour, or to utter a slander against him?
know, must cease for God has promised it; but den change of weather, let a gargle of cayenne as he meets you. “I had that vile thing on me • It is enough that you can deal fairly, that you
how? Not by supernatural interpositions of pepper, in warm water, be used. The writer but a minute.” “Fudge ! and what did you put can shut your lips, and that conscience warns
you so to do.
Providence—not by the agency of special mes has experienced greac benefit from this; indeed it on at all for!”
sengers from heaven—not by miracle or magic has frequently cured by it a soreness which
Note our Saviour’s prayer; “Sanctify them
“It is so natural to me,” says another, “that
—not by any sudden or unaccountable charge might have proved obstinate.
I cannot help it.” That is, it was born with through thy truth, thy word is truth.” We
These are a few simple hints, thrown togeth you, I suppose you mean: is a part of your escape sin; if we obey the truth; and hence it
inhuman nature; but by the right use of those
means which God has appointed to hush a war er in much haste. But they are the fruit of so mental constitution, and is therefore developed deserves inquiry, whether in teaching us the
ber and painful experience; and, if so regarded as freely and frequently as other mental quali truth, God has not done more for our assistance
ring world into perfect and perpetual peace.
How then shall we be roused to the use of by our young clergy, may sa,Te them many a ties, and so it has been as common with you to and left us less dependant upon him for any
such means? We must thoroughly examine pang, and continue them as blessings to the scold and be out of humor, as it has been to farther aid, than some may imagine. Christ has
the subject. This is the first step; and without church; when, otherwise, they might go down think or remember, and therefore you have indeed taught us, “Without me ye can do noth
it, nothing will ever be done or attempted to any prematurely to the grave, mourning over squan been a fretful body ever since you were horn. ing;’ but with the record ofhis instruction and
purpose. We must consider well the claims of dered health, blasted prospects, and purposes I think you would rap the man, in a downright life followed by all the revelations made to the
passion, who should coolly make the statement Apostles, we are not without him. He is “the
this cause. We must look in detail at the guilt forever broken off.
concerning you. And as for not being able to way;” but how is he so manifest to us, except
and evils of war. We must strip it of all disguis
From Abbot’s Magazine.
help it—“The fact is,” said the well dressed in his word? Does he impel us, or guide us
es, and see its own horrid form and features.—
FRETFUL DISCIPLES.
gentleman, “It has been so long my custom to in the path of life, save by that truth ? Grant
We must fill our minds with the subject, and
thus acquire an interest sufficient to make us do
I looked into the best book I knew of, and I throw every vile rag I find in the street over my that without the presence and imparted energy
all that is requisite on our part to abolish war in could find nothing there about fretful disciples. shoulders, that now I cannot do otherwise.”— of the Holy Ghost, the word is of no avail, still
every Christian country.
I found such an injunction as this: “Put on, You would laugh in his face, in spite of your we are to give heed to the truth as our sancti
fier, and know well that unless we actually,
6. Present prospects of the cause. We cannot therefore, as the elect of God, holy and belov politeness.
“But rhen, I am nervous you know,” says a obey it, there can he no life in us. How is the
now dwell upon these; but we can truly say, ed, bowels of mercies, kindness, humbleness of
and it may well suffice to say, that the cause of mind, meekness, long-suffering, forbearing one third. It is a wonder so well directe ’ a pen as life of the body sustained? Not without the
peace has never, since the age of primitive another and forgiving one another, if any man Paul’s had not made the exception when he power of God; but how, is that power exercis
wrote certain letters to the disciples. Let us ed? Food is given; we partake of it and the
Christianity, been in a condition so prosperous. have a quarrel against any.”
1 found all these things urged and set forth, throw in the exception you claim, and see how vigour of life is secured. We know too well
A variety of circumstances are conspiring to
render its prospects peculiarly auspicious, call- as peculiarly distinguishing Christian character; it looks. “Put on, therefore, holy and beloved the nature of this arrangement to imagine that

NO. 47.
the divine power, though earnestly besought,
will accomplish this work without our own ap
propriate agency therein. But has not the truth
the same relation to spiritual life, that food has
to the natural? Or if the diseases of the moral
system be supposed to destroy the analogy, let
ti uJi be the medicine of our souls; it must he
ta^en by the prescription of our Great Physi
cian. “Hear and your soul shall live.” But
whatever may be true of the means of spiritual
life, we must not overlook its elementary char
acters, the love of God, faith in his Son, and
activity in his service. The degree of vigour
imparted by any special agency of the Spirit,
will not as we suppose be greater than the out
ward course of our lives will allow, i. e. no more
strength will be given than we are disposed to
put forth. The grace of God affords us aid ac
cording to our several necessities; but an aid
cannot supplant the agency it assists: let that
cease and ail must be at a stand. There can
be no doubt that in our present circumstances
the same zeal, the same intensity of effort is de
manded, as though all were dependent upon
ourselves. When we have done all, we shall
still be “unprofitable servants;” enough will re
main for the Holy Spirit to perforin, in the work
of our sanctification and bearing fruit to the glo
ry of God.
C. S. A.
Morristown, August 4.
WHY ARE SO MANY OF THE CLERGY
FEEBLE IN HEALTH.

It was not so in the past century. We have
yet lingering among us some of the hoary head
ed veterans who have been the standard bear
ers of the Redeemer for fifty long years. The
advancing tige will see no such venerable men.
It will take up the lamentation of David, “There
is no more any prophet.” What occasions this
change? Has the labor of preaching Christ
crucified become essentially more destructive
to the physical powers of man? certainly not
The glory of a prosperous age is the ruin of the
clergy. The division of labor which contri
butes so richly to the advancement of the trad
ing community shuts out the learned profes
sions, and especially the clerical profession from
the means of preserving health. In the last
century the clergy of New England occupied
and cultivated the glebe lands belonging to ma
ny parishes, or where such property did nof
pertain to the spheres of labor, they owned or
hired farms and were robust and practical far
mers;—“tempora, mutantur, el nos mutamur cum
illis.” It would be difficult to find in what is
called the more improved part of New England
a parish where the minister occupies, and cul
tivates the glebe land. In many places it has
been sold and the money invested in stock :
where it is still retained the property is rented)
and the income paid to the minister. If a cler
gyman should vulgarly prefer to devote part ol
his time to the care of the glebe his pretensions
to fitness for his office would he at once settled
—sufficient proof would be afforded either thal
his tastes were too grovelling, and his mind toe
low to leave him enough of intellectual qualifi
cation for his office, or that his spirituality has
so declined that he has lost all his relish for his
Master’s work, and was the rather anxious tc
procure the meat which perisheth. And the
feelings of the clergy themselves have assumed
a bias correspondent with these popular views
I hey feel very generally, that such avocations
as the cultivation of a portion of the land, are
really inconsistent with the due discharge o
their spiritual offices, if not decidedly prejudi
cial to their clerical character. They have
learned to believe that their work should be
confined to their own studies, the visiting o!
their people, and the attendance of occasional
meetings: every thing extraneous to these is
inconsistent.
Whether this is the effect or the cause of
public sentiment on this subject we do not pre
tend to decide. One thing is certain; the senti
ments of both clergy and laity are entirely ac
cordant. The practice which has grown out
of these views, is the immediate occasion of tin
ill health which is so prevalent in the clerical
profession. “For this cause many are weah
and sickly among you; and many sleep.” At
the same time, that all healthful bodily exer
cise has been discarded as unclerical,intellectua
and spiritual labors have been multiplied. Tilt
confinement of the study has been renderec
much more rigid and constant, and weary, para
lyzed minds have become content to labor twr
hours to accomplish what their more healthfu
predecessors could have effected in one. Thi.
is ail wrong—at war with the laws which God
has framed for the government and best good
of the physical man:—it is morally wrong—a
war with the best interests and more vigoroui
progress of the cause in which the ministers o
Christ are engaged. The spread of the gospe
is a work which demands not enfeebled, ener
vate and dying men, but strong aad active la
borers; those who can “endure hardness as good
soldiers.” “Sana mens in corpore sano, is it
no profession, more imperatively required.—
We would not have it inferred from our remarks
that every minister should put his hand to the
plough; but that the laws of God which per
tain to physical being should be al.owed to ex
ercise some control over his habits of life.—
Ministers must be willing and people must sub
mit to it, to devote a reasonable portion of theii
time to pleasurable bodily exercise. The ex
ercise which they can obtain in their parochia
labors is only better than none. They must un
bend, forget their professions. They must hr
allowed some repose for their affections and in
tellects, or these will become morbidly active
and soon wear out;—they must exercise the
functions of their animal nature, or paralysis
partial or entire, will at first derange, and final
ly destroy them.— Christian Witness.
True piety consists more in action and less
in empty words, than is generally practiced,and
it would seem, even believed by many profes
sors of religion.—Butler.

186
ECCLESIASTICAL.
THE PRESENT CONDITION AND CHIEF
WANT OF THE CHURCH:
Bishop McIlvaine’s Second Charge to te
Cl«rev of the Protestant Episcopal Church or Ohio,
delivered before the nineteenth Annual Convention ol
the Diocese, at Cleveland, September 9th, 18o6.

Brethren in the

ministry:

In discharging the duty incum
bent on me as occupying the responsible office of
a Pastor to Pastors-—a Preacher to a congregation
of Preachers—I desire to speak under the most sol
emn impression of dependence upon our Lord and
Chief Shepherd for grace to address you in the
spirit of wisdom, love and faithfulness which alone
becomes the present occasion.
By the peculiar nature of my duties,during a con
siderable portion of every year, I am conducted
through so many spiritual atmospheres and cli
mates, and into contact with so many distinct clas
ses and conditions of inind, as connected with reli
gion,that in some place or other, I am obliged to
meet every wind of doctrine, to observe the trial
of every experiment and the consequences of every
novelty, with all those currents and changes of
currents that indicate the prevailing religious char
acter of the times. Under these circumstances,
necessarily leading me to think much of the gener
al aspect of religion in the land, as well as of its
local interests in our own parishes, my mind has re
ceived impressions in regard to the religious state
of our country, the nature of which will be suffi
ciently obvious in the further progress’ of this ad
dress.
The subject of our consideration is, The Pre
Condition and Chief Want of our Church.

sent

In respect to the condition of the Church, in this
Diocese, there is much to make us very thankful to
our Lord and Saviour, and encourage us to go for
ward, with new zeal, constancy and hope, in all la
bors of love.
How rapidly the borders of our Zion have been
extended during the last four years—how many
churches have been erected; how many ministers
added, and how many new parishes organized, you
have already been informed. The increase has
been seldom, if ever equalled in the history of the
Episcopal Church in these States. In full corres
pondence therewith, has been the increase of atten
dance upon the preaching of the word and the sa
craments of the gospel. In connection with these
facts, I feel it to be a matter of no little importance
in such times as these, to be able to add that, in
our several parishes that enjoy the blessing of a
settled ministry, there is evidence of strong and in
creasing attachment to the order and government,
the worship and ministry that distinguish our
Church. Such attachment is the bond of our uni
ty. The Church, as a Church, can have no sta
bility, no force, without it. To promote such at
tachment, without bigotry or formality; to make it
enlightened,as well as affectionate; and then to use
it, not as a substitute for, but as a very important
auxiliary to, the direct influence of divine truth
upon the heart, and the steadfastness of Christian
character; is a very considerable matter in the du
ties of the ministry—too little valued indeed; but
with the permanent importance of which I am more
and more impressed by every new lesson of expe
rience and observation. Inward and spiritual ties
are not enough for the holding together of the sev
eral parts of the outward and visible Church.—
They may all remain, and yet the Church, as a
visible society, be broken in pieces, and her in
fluence, as conservative and promotive of the Gos
pel, almost destroyed. Unity in certain visible in
stitutions is essential to unity in a visible Church.
Attachment to those visible institutions is the
strength of such unity. Where such attachment
does not exist there is no bond of peace. To set
little value upon it, because it is not religion, is as
foolish as to despise the fencing of the corn-field,
because it is not the grain. Not to promote it,
for fear of promoting sectarism is as if you should
not educate your children to love their home and
their parents’ laws lest they look with too little
kindness upon others.
No, my brethren! If we would promote the
spirit of vital godliness in the world, we must promoto it in connexion with, and by means of, that
only body—the Church—which the Lord has built
as the earthly house of its tabernacle in this wilder
ness. You may as well expect your minds to be
in health while your bodies are diseased, as that
the spirit of religion will flourish, while the body of
religion, the visible Church,is disordered. But you
cannot promote the Church, as a visible society,
without selecting some one out of the various forms
under which its visibility is presented, and distinct
ly preferring that one above all others, as most ac
cording to the Scriptures and most beneficial to the
Gospel. I cannot, therefore, my brethren, but
think it a hopeful indication of the prospects of true
religion in our Church, when I see the affections
of our people embracing with a preference, more
and more distinct and enlightened, those external
peculiarities of our order and worship, with which,
in my view, there are none to be compared either
in point of scriptural authority, ecclesiastical prece
dent, or intrinsic adaptation. Such attachment to
the externals of a Church is not religion, but reli
gion would not long remain in the world without
it. I can conceive of a person’s being a true Chris
tian and yet possessing it in a very slight degree—
a true Christian; but not a steadfast., consistent,
well balanced and well protected Christian. But
1 cannot conceive of a community of Christians,
equally destitute, and yet remaining long undivid
ed by difference of opinion, unconvulsed by varie
ties of measures, except in proportion as their bond
of peace is the contentment of spiritual death.
I have spoken of the increase of our churches
and ministers. In this connexion, it should be
stated that additional supplies of the means of
grace, have only opened the way to new fields of
labor, and excited the destitute to more urgent ap
plications for our solemn ordinances and divinely
constituted ministry. There never was a time, in
the history of our Church in these States, when
the attention of the sober-minded and devout; of
lovers of established order and character in reli
gious institutions wag so generally directed to what
we consider out peculiar blessings in these respects
as the present. If this remark be true of the
bounds of our Church in general: it is specially
true of our Church in this Diocese.
P
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While the attachment of those who, havin-r been
educated under her institutions, are now scattered
abroad where her sanctuaries are not found and
her ministry is not known, instead1 of growing
weaker, is fastening the more affectionately upon
the distinctive sobriety, dignity Riid purity of her
ordinances; there is among many others, a mani

fest vanishing of antiquated prejudice against them these three features of character—a general and cognized and appreciated. As a supplement to in and his rest began. As he lived for the Lord. so he died
accompanied by a remarkable disposition of serious intelligent increase of desire and effort to do the fant baptism and an introduction to the table of in the Lord, exhibiting in his last hours that tranquil
and reflecting minds to consider the protection they great work of the Church in spreading the gos the Lord: as a scriptural mode, in the use of which confidence in God his Saviour which had alwa s cl
his life. The unusual humilitv nf i ■
•
afford against that spirit of reckless innovation, pel; a corresponding attachment and conformity to we have fellowship with the Church of all ages of racterized
, , .
, ,
1 1113 spirit
as he drew nearer to the „„
,
contemptuous insubordination, formal fanaticism tlie principles and laws of church-order and Christianity—a mode by which he who in infancy seemed to increase
_
unveiled
and fanatical informality which the sober-minded subordination, in parochial, diocesan and general professed the faith and promised the obedience of majesty of God ; and his sense of the joy of his Lord
of all 'Christian denominations are so much lament movements: and a growing ability among the hol Christ by the lips of others, may now, before be Io become more sweet as he approached the moment of
ing as an appalling exhibition of the religious tem ders of differing opinions in secondary matters of ing received by the Church to her full communion, seeing Him face to face in His kingdom. For him to
doctrine or polity, to act together, in unity of spir openly declare his solemn acknowledgment of that die, was gain—but what was it to the Church over which
per of the times.
But, my brethren, it must not be forgotten that, it and the bond of peace, for all those cardinal ob profession, and ratification of that promise; Confir he had so long and so faithfully,and so wisely watched'
however valuable in their places the several par jects on which the progress of religion essentially mation has obtained a far deeper hold than it used for which he had so entirely lived; whose whole history
Under this happy concurrence, the to have upon the approbation and affection of our
ticulars of improvement to which I have referred; depends.
is so identical with his own; whose annals are so full of
they are after all, only of the cxternalism of reli Church will not only “bring forth fruit”; but its people—Better understood in its spiritual applica
his counsels; whose doings have been so accustomed to
gion. It is assuredly very delightful to see the fruit may be expected “to remain." Such 1 be tion; it is more affectionately appreciated by spirit
his sanction; whose synods have not learned to be sepa
ual
minds.
There
seems
to
have
arisen
a
more
ap

visible temple strengthening its walls, widening its lieve to be a most interesting sign of those present
courts, resorted to by an increasing number of wor times within our borders. May the Lord confirm propriate sense among our Pastors of the respon rated from his presence ? The Father, the Patriarch has
shippers, and drawing more regard to its towers it unto the end!
sibility they are under in presenting candidates for departed, and the Church, never before without his pa
and bulwarks; but still a question of prime impor
Here an inquiry may profitably be suggested as this ordinance; and a more diligent effort, by rental care, like a virgin bereaved of her parents, sitteth
tance remains, llow is the fire ou the altar? Is to the causes which may be considered as having, teaching, examining and exhorting, to secure as solitary; she knows not yet the full extent of her loss.
the priesthood more holy? Are the sacrifices more under the divine blessing, mainly produced the much as can be done by those who do not pretend In the time of trying responsibility will she feel it.—
spiritual? Is our Father’s house becoming, more spiritual prosperity we have spoken of.—
to search the he art,that those whom they present When her children shall most need “ the instruction of
and more, a house of prayer? Is religion increas
Have any discoveries been made, either as to be such as will truly honor the vows of their bap a father,” when the wisdom that dwells with prudence,
ing among us? In answer to such questions, it gospel doctrine, or the mode of exhibiting it? in tism in renouncing the world, in following Christ, the firmness that dwells with moderation; the decision
becomes me to speak with carefulness. Of exter the philosophy of man, or in devices wherewith to “in breaking of bread and in prayer.” Hence, that dwells with brotherly kindness and charity shall bo
nal prosperity our eyes can judge. How far it is influence him? Have any new lights arisen upon while the stricter urging of the same spiritual pre specially required, and that venerable man with hiseverconnected with advancement in the life and power us, or any new measures awakened us? Brethren, paration for Confirmation, as is required for adult ready opinions,, and gentle, affectionate manners, shall
of true piety, God alone can see. But there are it would make all our good deserve to be evil spo baptism and the Lord’s Supper, has considerably be seen no more at the head of her councils, then espe.
certain signs of growth in grace in a Christian ken of;it would throw an aspect, at least, of doubt diminished in some places, the number presented to cially wifi our loss he realized, and all hearts wifi renew
community by which we are permitted to form a fulness and emptiness and delusion over all the the Bishop; it has increased, at least as considera their homage to the memory of the inestimable benefits
modest opinion. And from all the observation I prosperity alluded to, did we find it materially con bly, the interest of the administration; it has caus enjoyed in the long life of that beloved Bishop.
have been able to make, I have the comfort of be nected with any thing which, as a principle, has ed the ordinances to wear a more reasonable and
When thus deprived of a guide so important in all the
lieving that, in the Church of this Diocese, there not been known as long as the Bible, or as a mea impressive aspect to those who witness it; it has affairs of the Church, how comforting to reflect that He
is a hopeful growth in the knowledge, experience, sure, has not been inherited by the Church, in her enabled the Bishop to officiate therein with far who gave and so long preserve d him to us, is still her
exemplification and exercise of spiritual religion— very structure, from the beginning. The Church greater satisfaction; and in the pastoral labors by
Shepherd and Bishop, Head over all things to his Church
of faith in Christ alone for justification with God— needs no new device any more than “new com which the candidates have been specially prepared
and will not leave her comfortless.—He will come to
faith that worketh by love, that overcomes the mandment,” to do her work for the conversion of for the ordinance, affecting, not them only, but
her.
—He will still provide wisdom for her councils; firm
world and bears the fruit of implicit obedience to the world; but just the contrary; that unlearning the parents, the sponsors and the communicants,
all the commandments and ordinances of the Lord. much new wisdom and laying aside many new de already confirmed and those who feel themselves ness for her discipline; zeal for her enterprizes, and pro
I cannot express this opinion, with the same con vices, she should resume as fast as possible her unfit to be confirmed,it has been productive of very tection against all her- enemies. May He mercifully
grant that the mantle of the departed, may rest upon
fidence,of all parts of our diocesan Church. Some primitive simplicity and unity of design and of reviving benefits to the Church.
those in whose hands the chief administration of her
are more affected than others, by the temptations mechanism, and abound a great deal more in “faith
From the rite of Confirmation, I must proceed government now remains; that while they imitate his
arising out of the increase around them of worldly that worketh by love."
to the sacrament which it succeeds. That much
pleasures and amusements—that “lust of the eyes”
Among the causes which might be mentioned as improvement has taken place in the views enter decision and firmness and consistency of opinion, his
honesty in declaring it, and strength in maintaining it,
and “pride of life,” which when indulged in by pro having contributed to the improvement of our
tained by our people of the imperative duty and
they may never depart from his eminent example of tol
fessors of religion, effaces so much of the distinc Church in spiritual character, I have time to speak
spiritual nature and benefit of Infant Baptism, and
erance and kindness and charity towards all that differed
tive impress of the people of God, as “a peculiar of only two.
that all the Church has felt the influence of such
people ’ “purified unto himself," transformed by
1st. That instead of adopting any novelities of improvement, I cannot doubt. Neither can I hesi from his opinions, ever exhibiting in their example, what
shone so remarkably in his, the union of the strongest
the renewing of their minds. The influence of the doctrine or expedient in our ministry, there has
tate to express the opinion that the improvement
attachment to all the peculiarities of his own Church,
love of God in resisting and controlling the covetous been a decided going back to “old paths,” trodden
in this respect has been far less than in those before
founded upon the deepest conviction of their primitive
desires of gain which now so peculiarly excite the by the martyred Reformers of our parent Church
mentioned, and that very much remains to be done
public mind; and in making professing Christians as they followed the steps of martyrs and apostles by our ministers and learned by our people, before character and scriptural warrant, with the most beautiful
“glad to distribute and willing to communicate” of of the primitive Church. In other words, the doc the sacrament of Baptism will occupy that place of manifestation of the spirit of a catholic Christian to
their worldly substance for the promotion of the trines of the Reformation, more particularly, as to regard and. of usefulness which the Lord has as ward his fellow Christians of whatever name or peculi
kingdom of God; the influence of true piety in “the corruption of the nature of every man natu signed to it. The current ideas on this subject are arity.
opening tlie hearts of the people for the proper rally engendered of the offspring of Adam;” his be exceedingly low and meagre. So much are many
One thing I cannot omit in this connexion to call to
maintenance of the means of grace and the suffi ing “of his own nature inclined to evil so that the among us affected by views prevailing among your recollection, in evidence of the wiser moderation of
cient support of the ministry of the gospel, so that flesh lusteth always contrary to the spirit,” and Christians of other names; or so little do they think our departed Father, and as one of the items of last ad
they “who bear the burdens of the Lord” may “he cannot turn and prepare himself, by his own of this sacrament, but as a serious formality, the vice which he seemed especially desirous of impressing
give themselves wholly and with minds unencum natural strength to faith and calling upon God;”— benefit of which, if there be any beside that of upon the brethren that should survive him.
bered “to prayer and the ministry of the word”— That before he can see the kingdom of heaven, he becoming associated with the visible Church, they
In a charge in which, when he supposed ho should
such important indications of spiritual prosperity must become “a new creature” “by the renewing cannot see, and therefore do not beli eve, that never deliver another, he took particular pains to embo
are much less manifest in some parts than in others. of the Holy Ghost;” and that “we are accounted many parents, even communicants, are sinfully dy some opinions and counsels which he considered of
And in general, as to the whole matter of zeal for righteous before God only for the merit of our negligent in bringing their little children to Christ prime importance to the peace and unity of the Church,
God, love to Christ, diligence in cultivating all the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, by faith; and not in Baptism.
he delivered the following concerning her doctrine on
precious fruits of faith, and that superiority to the for our own works or deservings,’—these great doc
But this is not all. Among those who do bring the subject of Episcopacy:—“They (the Reformers of
world which seeks “first, the kingdom of God and trines of our creed and of the Scriptures have ap
their children, how much is yet to be learned and the Church of England) unequivocally affirmed the Apos
His righteousness;” I must call upon you, dear peared more conspicuously and have been preached
felt of the spiritual character of the sacrament; and tolic origin of Episcopacy as a fact; and then, as a suita
brethren, to bear seriously in mind that we are yet more pointedly and plainly. The preaching of our
that faith and prayer and earnestness of soul are ble consequence, they ordained that there should be no
very far from having “apprehended,” in any de clergy, without becoming less practical, has be
as much to be exercised in connection with the other ministry within its bounds. The same is the limit
gree that should be set in comparison with those come more doctrinal; having buckled itself up to
within our Church. If any should carry the subject be
attainments in love and faith and holiness for which a closer adherence to the evangelical principles of outward sign of baptism, as when we are receiv
ing
the
signs
of
the
body
and
blood
of
Christ.
If
yond
this, it is private opinion, and cannot be acted on in
we are “apprehended of Christ Jesus.” Nothing onr old 39 Articles, while it has become much
but a deep sense of deficiency and a deep spirit of more assimilated in scriptural simplicity, in devout instead of tho too common way of expecting noth proceedings regulated by the rubrics and the canons
sclf-hurnilation becomes us in considering how far ness of mind, in unction and earnestness to the ing, to the exercise of faith and prayer on the part without hazarding the issue intimated; (the unity of the
we cotne short in the graces of the faithful pastor manner and measure, tlie fervour and fulness with of the sponsors and the congregation, but the mere Church,) and the same might be the effect of extending
and the graces of the Christian flock; in the sim which those principles are embodied in our Liturgy. outward translation of the baptised into member these provisions with a view of accomplishing such a
ship with the Church and a covenant relation to its project.”
plicity, affectionate earnestness, humble and holy Our forces have formed anew within their old lines.
Head, it were more common to seek for our chil
boldness, superiority to worldly and selfish consid The pulpit and the reading desk have returned more
In reporting my official acts since the last Convention,
dren the sanctification of the Spirit in their pre
erations, and unwearied patience and prayerfulness perfectly to their old alliance. The truth prayed,
sentation to Christ; did we take more pains with I must begin with the ordination at Cincinnati, of which
with which the word should be preached; and in and the word preached; the spirit of the Church in
our own hearts that we might offer our Children the greater number of you were witnesses, and which,
the meekness and lowliness of mind, the spirit of address to God, and of the ministry in address to
with strong faitli and fervent prayer, and, as they though it occurred during the last Convention, was sub
child-like submissiveness to God and ready obe man have grown into more'entire identity. Thus
are growing in years, did we more faithfully and sequent to my official address to that body. Mr. Abra
dience to Ilis will with which the word, at the lips our ministry has gone back into nearer likeness to
ham Edwards, Mr. Sherlock A. Bronson, and Mr. Albert
tenderly deal with them, when teaching or admon
of His ministers, should be received. Very far, apostles and prophets; and so our Church has
Bledsoe, who had been students at the Theological Se
ishing, or praying for them, as positively conse
therefore, be it from me to speak of what I believe gone forward to more oneness in spirit, more har
crated to God and separated by an unchangeable minary of this Diocese, were then admitted to the order
are evidences of hopeful growth in grace among us, mony in action, and more attainment in piety.
line from the world; did we plant our efforts more of Deacons.
as if we had any cause for self-satisfaction. They
2nd. The other cause of spiritual improvement
From Cincinnati, I proceeded to the parish of Stupon their baptismal vows, take the text of tneir
are mentioned as themes of gratitude to that mer which I promised to mention, is the consequence
instruction more from their baptismal covenant and Matthew, Hamilton, where a very good place of worship
ciful and forgiving Lord, from whose -sovereign of that just mentioned; though, in its turn, a fruit
pray more for them with that in our view; the was in progress and will soon be ready for consecration.
grace, and great long-suffering with our unworthi ful source, as well as evidence, of advancement in
spectacle would be more common of little children After preaching at Hamilton and seeing much reason to
ness, they have proceeded. Let them encourage piety.—It is found in improved views of the Sacra
manifesting that they have been with Jesus; evinc lament that I had then no means of supplying the parish
you, my brethren, forgetting those things that are ments and of Confirmation.
ing hopeful signs of having received “the spirit with a resident minister; I proceeded on the next day to
behind, to reach forth to those that are before.—
I refer especially to the sacrament of the Lord’s
of adoption;” so that the separation would not Dayton. Preached on Saturday night and twice on Sun
Let them increase the confidence of your faith, that Supper. The profession, not merely of desiring
seem so wide and necessary between “the laver of day, besides addressing the people on the subject of bap
if you are not wanting in wise efforts and earnest to become a Christian, but of an humble trust that
prayer, God will not withhold the more abundant one has attained the constituent elements of a regeneration, and the renewing of the Holy tism and confirma tion.—Administered Confirmation to
Ghost.”
seven persons. The second sermon of the Lord’s day
blessings of His Spirit.
Christinn^iu having come to repentance and faith
was on the Missionary duty of the Church and of her
(To be continued.)
It is our great happiness to know, as well by in Christ; a profession involved in the very act
every member, after which a collection of $31 31 was
personal observation, as by universal remark, that of receiving the symbols of the body and blood of
made for the missionary purposes of the Diocese. From
what we have stated with regard to the prosperity our Lord, and implied at every step of the commu
BISHOP McILVAINE’S ADDRESS
of the Church in this Diocese, in its external insti nion service; connected with this, the profession To the nineteenth Annual Convention of the Diocese of Dayton to Troy on the 8th of November.—Service that
evening, when the Rev. Mr. Allen of Dayton preached.
tutions and relations and its internal spirit, is ap of renouncing conformity to the world in thus set
Ohio, held in Cleveland, Sept, 9th, 1836.
The day following I consecrated the Church recently
plicable, in a very encouraging extent, to the state ting the seal upon our baptismal vows; and the
erected in that parish, by the name of Trinity Church,
of the Episcopal Church in general of these United carefulness and self-examination which should pre Brethren,—
States. Very marked indeed, most precious and cede a determination to partake of the holy Com
In addressing you as my duty is at this time, preached tw’ice, and after appropriate instruction on the
joyful has been her advancement during a few.years munion; these great matters in .practical piety are I must not refrain from expressing my sense of the good subject of Confirmation and the nature and spiritual du
in the preaching* and teaching, the knowledge, ex much more generally and faithfully urged and much ness of our divine Lord in permitting us again to meet ties of a Christian profession, confirmed five persons.
perience, and active exercise of true religion; fer more widely and strictly practised than formerly; together in our annual Convention without having been Few parishes in the diocese have evinced so good a spirit
vent and solemn, elevated and humble, zealous and so that while the number of communicants has afflicted in the loss of any of the Clergy of the Diocese, as that of Troy, in reference to the effort and expence
simple religion.
been greatly increased, because the whole duty of by death, since the last time of our assembling. He required in providing a suitable edifice for the worship of
In this blessed improvement, one thing is pecu communicants and all the preaching concerning it, spares us, not because we are worthy, but that we may God and the preaching of the word. A few persons
liar and specially promising. Our Church, in has thus been invested with a more spiritual and go and bring forth more fruit; not that he cannot do most truly attached to the Church and desirous of being
stead of becoming debilitated in her central ener impressive application; a line of more evident de without us, in His vineyard; but that being graciously savingly profited by her ordinances, have erected a very
gies for efficient control and united action in propor marcation has been drawn between the Church and pleased to do with us and to bear with us, He would neat and commodious Church at an expense and sacri
tion as she has reached out her arms to more dis the world; the Christian profession has been bet grant us a longer opportunity to grow in grace, and fice which they, who oply give of their abundance to
tant domains and embraced a wider community, ter seen in its prominence and responsibility, and more of the blessedness of making known his saving such objects, know nothing of. The parish has been
has evidently increased, as much in consolidation, those who live under it, live more as becometh truth and promoting his heavenly kingdom. May we afi hitherto supplied in part by participating in the labours
as in extension; as much in tlie compactness, as in it.
fbfil that our lives, as well as commissions in the minis of the Rev. Mr. Guion of Piqua. Recently, however,
the variety of her parts; as much in her ability to
The improvement in regard to the Lord’s Sup try, are held only that we may advance His glory among the Rev. Mr. Leavenworth, late of the diocese of Ma
regulate the fields already possessed, as in her ac per has been attended by, and has in a great mea men. And knowing that shortly we must put off these ryland has entered upon its charge, expecting to devote
tivity and enterprize to increase their number; as sure produced, a corresponding change in the pre our tabernacles, and that we know not how suddenly the one-fourth of his time to some neighboring missionary
much in the deeper rooting of her essential princi paratory ordinance of Confirmation.
Lord may come for the account of our stewardship, may station.
ples, as in the more abundant ramification and fruit
Great indeed is the change which a few years we all be daily increasing in humble, holy, prayerful and
From Troy to Piqua on the 10th of November. Mr.
fulness of her many branches. The branches have have witnessed in the elevation of this apostolic
fervent zeal to work while it is called to-day, that we Allen accompanied me and preached that night. The
gone out far and wide; and each, by sending down rite from being regarded, very generally, as little
roots into the soil over which it spreads, has made else than a solemn formality for which a sufficient may be found, not slumbering, but labouring; not wea day following, I preached twice, addressed the people
a support of its own; but in such a way as that, age and a certain measure of elementary religious ried of our duty here, but meet for the rest of the people twice in reference to the ordinance of Confirmation,
instead of loosening its hold upon the common information were the only requisites; without any of God.
Confirmed thirteen, and collected $13 30 for the Dioce
1 cannot speak of the patient toil of a faithful minis san Missionary and Education Committee. The con
trunk, it still profits by its parent strength and re distinct reference to that spiritual knowledge, that
ciprocates the benefit.
experience of religion, that devout desire and de ter in this world, nor of his sweet rest in the world to gregation of the Church at Piqua had considerably in
The spirit of controversy and of party has great termination which the whole service of Confirma come, without having my thoughts immediately drawn creased and seemed to be fast advancing towards a point
ly subsided in our Church; not, I think, because tion supposes in the candidates, and which it is to the memory of one, who, having partaken for very when a larger place of worship would be needed. The
we have very much increased in unity of opinion ihe very object of the ordinance to “increase in many years in the one, has recently inherited the other. Vestry have recently certified to me the election of the
on topics of former disagreement, or in indiffe them, more and more.” Such is the aspect as al You anticipate me in mentioning the name of our late Rev. Mr. Guion, whose former connection with them
rence to opinions, once held, with regard to thorn, most all ot us may remember, in which this ordin most venerable and beloved presiding Bishop. . On the was by annua! election, to the Rectorship of the parishbut on account of what is far better, a great in ance was regarded but a few years since; different 17th day of July, being the Lord’s day, it pleased the November 13th, rode to the parish of St. Luke, Urbana,
crease of active zeal for those more vital topics ani opposite as was the tenor of much that was Lord to remove to the glory and blessedness of the accompanied by the Rev. Mr. Guion. This parish, once
of gospel truth on which we did not differ, and of pieac io and printed on the subject. The improve Church triumphant, the soul of the Rt. Rev. William supplied by the Rev. Mr. Varian, was then vacant.— Very
manifest attachment to those great features of our ment that has taken place is one of the most hope White, and thus to afflict our Church with a bereave kindly received by the people on this my first visit, I
institutions of which daily experience and observa ful signs and fruitful causes, under God, of that in ment which, however long anticipated, was not to ar preached twice and administered baptism to a lady, the
tion are making all of us the more strenuous advo crease of spiritual character in the Church which rive without affecting an immense community both with wife of the gentleman at whose house I was entertained,
cates.
we tlunk is visible.
in and without our Church, with a feeling of loss, such The day following, rode to Springfield, the parish cl
There are not many signs of prosperity in a
As an apostolic institution, the scriptural war as could be produced by the death of no other man. In which, recently connected with that of Urbana, under
Church more encouraging than the concurrence of rant ot Confirmation is much more generally re his 89th year, his pilgrimage ended ; his labours closed, Mr. Varian, was then also vacant, On Sunday, Nov.
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ings has been introduced into many of our parishes wi^1
15th, preached twice and convened the Vestry on busi granted to Henry Samuel Joseph, signed by Mr. West ready for consecration. This parish had been destitute that only by entire rest could I hope to be able to take my very encouraging effect, and in consequence of increas
of a pastor a long time when I visited it, but in a few part in the duties of this Convention. I therefore only
and
by
his
coadjutor
Mr.
T.
Matthews,
who
is
under

ness relating to the obtaining of a pastor.
days after was favoured with the services of the Rev. visited and preached at the neighboring parish of Rad ed aid from such sources the Alissionary and Education
liThe opportunity qf building up the Church in Spring- stood to have received his episcopal dignity by the lay Joshua L. Harrison from the Diocese of New York, who nor, and returned to Gambier. It was my expectation Committee have considerably enlarged the Alissionary
of the Diocese. I would beg the Brethren to re
field, I thought decidedly favorable, and much greater ing on of the hands of the former, as Bishops of the Prim is now settled over the Churches in Boardman and Can- a few months since, that on this occasion, I should be work
field and labouring with diligence and encouragement.— able to report to you that since this date, last year, all of member that however excellent the plan of benevolent.
than would be supposed from a mere enumeration of itive Episcopal Church. The Letter is sealed by their Parishes might be formed at Youngstown and Warren our 58 parishes had been visited. I regret that twelve of contribution adverted to, its permanent and vigorous pros
those already attached to her services. Aftei many ef respective seals, and certified before a Magistrate by Mr. had we some efficient minister to send thither.
the number have not been. The disappointment has been ecution depends almost entirely upon the efforts of the
My visitation, which I had hoped would embrace all as great, on my part, as theirs. If they complain not Pastor. He must see that the times and seasons are
forts to obtain a minister for that place and Urbana, and Joseph and Mr. Salters, clerk of All Saints Church in
parishes in the northern part of the diocese, was ter that their Bishop has not visited them,he will not that well remembered, that the subject of Missionary contri
many disappointments and much hurtful, though una which the ordination took place. Another document is the
bution is with sufficient frequency brought before the
minated at Boardman, by such an increase of a malady disease prevented him.
styled
an
“
Ecclesiastical
and
Episcopal
License
”
to
the
voidable delay, I was at length grateful in being able to
I proceed to mention the changes that have occurred people, by line upon line, by instruction and zealous ex
of the larynx, which for some days had been of a threa
procure the Rev. Mr. Payne, who has recently com said Joseph to officiate “in the several offices and duties tening nature, as made it absolutely necessary that I among the clergy of the diocese since the last Conven hortation. Above all he must place no dependance lor
patient continuance in such well-doing upon any thing
menced his labours, with good encouragement m those of a Presbyter.” It is the original license signed, sealed should return home and have an entire respite from pub tion.
The Rev. J. P. Bausman has left St. Peter’s Delaware short of the implantation of a steady, abiding, conscien
lic labours.
parishes, as a Missionary of the General Missionary and attested as the former.
and
taken
charge
of
St.
Philip
’
s
Circleville
—
The
Rev.
tious principle of bestow merit for the work of the Lord.
But 1 had not readied home before another and far
A third document is “The address of the members of more painful cause for my return appeared. It had pleas R. V. Rogers having resigned the latter and taken a di- Let him eschew all excitements to contribution that do
Society.’ On Tuesday, November 17, visited the parish
not work by and upon a plain sense of duty to glorify'
of St. John, Worthington, favored with the company the Primitive Episcopal Church” to the present King of ed our gracious Lord and Father to remove to Himself missory letter to the Bishop of Quebec.
eldest daughter. It was the cup He gave me to drink. The Rev. Albert Bledsoe, late Professor of Mathematics God with our substance. If he secures this among a few
and assistance of the Rev. Mr. Preston. Consecrated England, directing his attention to an “annexed abstract my
It would have been far more bitter, had I not known who in Aliami University, has taken charge of Grace Church of his people and gets but little money he does a work
the Church, found the congregation increased in number of the Doctrines and Political Principles constituting the gave it.
Sandusky City. The Rev. Sherlock A. Bronson has for eternity. If he fails of this, he may get a great deal
As soon as the state of my family and my health become the Minister of St. John’s Lancaster. The Rev. more pecuniary contribution, but bis work is stubble and
and growing in attention to the things of the Spirit of foundation of their system.”
Abraham Edwards; of St. Paul’s Radnor; the Rev. cannot endure.
A fourth document is the deposition of Mr. Joseph, seemed to justify it,l began again to visit the Churches, Thomas
God. Preached twice, the second discourse being on the
Let me call your attention to the increase of demand
Horrell has become assistant minister in Christ
and after preaching at a new and rising parish called
subject of missions; received $8 for the Diocesan Com who was ordained a Presbyter also by Mr. West, and of Trinity Church about three miles from Kenyon College, Church Cincinnati; The Rev. Henry S. Smith has ta for missionary aid in the diocese, resulting from the en
mittee. ’ Instructed the congregation in reference to Mr. Salters the Clerk, taken before a Magistrate, attest which the Rev. Mr. Dyer has been the means of raising ken charge of Union Parish, Liverpool and St. Philips, couraging increase of the number of fields earnestly de
siring the ministry of the Church. I am well persuad
Confirmation and administered the ordinance to three ed by two clergymen and acknowledged before the Dep and where I confirmed 9 persons, I left home for a part Strongsville: The Rev. F. ILL. Laird has been received ed that if we are not obliged during the ensuing year to
of the parishes from which I had been recently turned by dimissory letters from the diocese ofAIaryland and has
persons. The next morning visited Grace Church, Berk uty Consul of the United States in which the deponents back.
taken charge of St. Thomas’, St. Clairs ville and St. Pe deny assistance to places where it would be very impor
shire, preached twice, confirmed three, and received declared that they were piesent at the ordination by
June 23rd, reached Giace Church Parish Sandusky ter’s Morristown; the Rev. J. L. Harrison, by dimissory tant to station clergymen and for which clergymen could
be obtained, it can be only from increased effort on the
$4 50 cents for the Missionary and Education Commit, West and Matthews of a Mr. Turner to the office of city, and the day following preached twice. This par letter from the diocese of New York, and has taken part of the present parishes to furnish their Alissionary
charge of St. James, Boardman; the Rev. Wm. Gran
ish
having
never
enjoyed
the
services
of
a
settled
min

Presbyter
and
of
others
to
that
of
Deacon
in
the
Primi

tee. The next day reached home, where I continued
ister and occasional ministrations having been very sel ville, by letter from the diocese of New Jersey,and has Committee with the requisite means.
I must now conclude my address, with the earnest
preaching on the several Lord’s days and lecturing once tive Episcopal Church, and also at the consecration by dom, there could be no confirmation. The Rev. Mr. taken charge of St. Paul’s Medina and St. Jude’s Montduring each week in the chapel of Kenyon College, and the same, in their episcopal robes, of All Saints Church Punderson who accompanied me, baptized two infants. ville; the Rev. John Swan, by letter from the diocese prayer that the Divine presence and blessing may guide
and
prosper you in all your present work.
A great deal of enterprise and effort have been mani of Alaryland, and has taken charge of St. Timothy’s
instructing theological students until the beginning ol and of a building called the Hebrew Church.
CHARLES P. AIcILVAINE.
Alassillon; the Rev. Thomas Barrow, by letter from the
fested
on
the
part
of
the
few
persons
whq
are
as
yet
as

Accompanying the above, is a copy of the “ Book of sociated in the parish, in the erection of a large stone diocese of Maryland, andhas taken charge ofChristChurch
the ensuing spring. During this interval, it pleased the
Lord that my family should be thrown into great danger Common Prayer 4-c. according to the use of the Primi Church, which when completed will be one of the very Franklin and St. Paul’s Akron; the Rev. Henry Payne,
THE OBSERVER.
and graciously delivered unhurt from a midnight fire, tive Episcopal Church, revived in England” which was best in the Diocese. A fine bell has been presented to it by letter fiorn the Diocese of New York, and has taXxh
a handsome set of communion plate. An organ it charge of All Souls’, Springfield and St. Luke’s Urbana;
which broke out in my house and threatened its entire prepared and set forth by West. This copy is the one and
is understood, has been contracted for, and the building is the Rev. T. AI. Leavenworth, by letter from the diocese GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 21, 183G.
destruction. After having despaired of saving any por presented by said West to his Presbyter, Mr. Joseph expected to be soon ready for consecration. The Vestry of Kentucky, and has taken charge of Trinity Church
Our Pater.—Same apology is necessary for the irreg
tion of the building, it was at length by the great exer and used by the latter in his services. It contains an have already assumed the entire support of a minister Troy. The Rev. James AIcElroy has returned to the
tions of the students of the College and the inhabitants autograph benediction upon Mr. Joseph, by the donor and the Rev. Albert Bledsoe has, by their call, entered charge of St. Peter’s Delaware. The Rev. John Wil ularity which for some time past has attended the is
liamson,
a
clergyman
of
the
Church
of
Ireland,
lias,
by
upon the charge of the Parish as its Rector. I mention
of Gambier, subdued; but not until nearly one-half of with his signature.
with peculiar satisfaction the wholesome example set by conformity with the canonical requisitions, become a suing of the Observer. It has sometimes been delayed
There are also several original letters addressed to a this new and enterprising Parish not only in efforts they member of this diocese.
two or three days beyond the usual time of publication.—
the house had been rendered uninhabitable and much of
Four new parishes have been organized and duly re The difficulty of procuring paper Jias been the immediate
its contents had been consumed. I hope that, as the person who is styled “ Secretary of the Primitive Epis. have made to erect a Church, to furnish it well and sup
port a Pastor, but in having elected their Pastor as their ported since the last Convention, viz. St. Timothy’s cause of delay. The want of punctuality on the part of
building was erected by the College for the accommoda copal Church” making enquiries as to the principles of Rector,
instead of choosing him to be what the laws of Alassilon; Trinity Parish, Pleasant Township, Knox
many of our subscribers has deprived ‘ ‘the Press” of the
tion of the Bishop of the Diocese, though with the ex the new Church and the terms of admission to its min the Church do not know, except in the case of a Deacon co.; St. John’s Lancaster, and St. John’s Ohio City.
is
try.
Six Churches have been consecrated since the last Con means of laying in a sufficient supply bef oreband to pre
pectation that the latter would take measures to refund
or Missionary, a pastor electedfor the year, or for any
vention; viz. Trinity Church Troy, St. John’s Wor vent frequent disappointment.
the expense, the College will not be obliged to sustain
Alore than half the
I have mentioned these documents because they are limited period.
thington; Trinity Church Newark; St. Paul’s Norwalk:
From
Sandusky,
to
Trinity
parish
Lyme,
which
re

the further burden of paying for the repairs.
entire subscription for the present vol ume remains un
connected with the only attempt, since our Episcopacy
St.
Stephens
Grafton;
St.
John
’
s
Cuyahoga
Falls.
—
On the Sunday before Christmas, I held a confirma became Protestant, to make it serve the purposes of ceives a part ot the services of the Rev. Mr. Punderson Three more are ready for consecration and four nearly paid. The immediate attendance of those in arrears is ear
of Norwalk,who was then with me. Preached once and
tion in the Chapel of Kenyon College and administered schism. It would seem that those who were led to con confirmed six. Same day reached Norwalk, spent June
nestly requested to this matter. Remittances may be sent—
Four candidates fbr orders have been added to the postage unpaid,and at his risk—to the Agent ot the Press—
25th
and 26th in St. Paul’s Parish of that village, during
the ordinance to twenty-eight persons.
nect themselves with the scheme of Mr. West ,or who
former
list
and
one,
Air.
Thomas
S.
Savage,
has
taken
a
March 5th, visited St. James’ Church Zanesville, as were thinking of participating in the Ministry which which time I had the pleasure of the society and aid of dimissory letter to the diocese of Virginia and been or Rev. AI. T. C. Wing.
Rev.^ Messrs. Boyden and Davis. Preached thrice, con
sembled. and addressed the communicants in the morn, he claimed authority to commission, while they certain secrated the Church; addressed the candidates for con dained by the Bishop of that Church.
There are at present 16 candidates for Deacon’s Or
For the Gambier Observer.
ing and the candidates for confirmation in the afternoon. ly evinced a very defective sense of the duty of main firmation privately, as well as publicly, and confirmed
ders, viz. Alfred Blake, Anson Clarke, Samuel Buel,
C O N V E N T I O N OF OHIO.
Preached at night. The following day,being the Lord’s taining the Unity of the Church in their own land, had ten. Sermons were preached by the Brethren who were John Sellwood, Henry L*. Bollman, Norman Badger,
with me.
Cleveland, Sent. 10, 1836.
day, 1 preached thrice and confirmed seventeen. The no idea that in favouring the plans of Mr. West they
Thomas B. Fairchild, Wiliam Caird, James Bonnar,
28th, visited St. Stephen’s Grafton,consecrated John G. Maxwell,C. A. Foster, Richard Gray, Thomas
The Convention ol this diocese assembled in Cleveland
next evening preached on the Missionary duty of the were departing from the regular descent of the ordain theJune
Church, preached twice, instructed the candidates
Nelson E. Spencer, Charles C. Townsend and on Thursday the 8th instant. The Bishop and thirty-six cler
Church. The condition of this parish, since the incum ing power, as transmitted from the Apostles, but sup for confirmation, confirmed eleven and met the vestry Quinan,
William Mitchell AI. D. Of these one is at the General
in
reference
to
the
supply
of
tfie
Church
with
the
ser

gymen, and delegates from twenty- nine parishes were in
bency of the present minister has become very encoura posed (very easily to be sure) that he had received, as
vices of a Pastor. Seldom has a better spirit been exhibited Theological Seminary, one at the Theological Semina
ging. The Church edifice has been considerably exten he professed, a valid consecration, in this country, to than has appeared in the erection of the Church in Graf ry of Virginia; one resides at Newark, one has just mov attendance. When it is considered that this place is on the
into the State of Ohio, and the rest are connected
the Episcopal office.
ded and greatly improved.
ton. A few—very few persons,heads offamilies,ardently ed
with the Theological Seminary of this diocese, one of borders of the State, and many parishes are nearly 300
It is manifest that, at one time, the sect had attracted attached to the Church; earnestly desirous of having whom however, is not at present resident there.
miles distant, so large an attendance of clergy and laity in
Tuesday March 8th, visited Somerset, a station con
their children enjoy the means of grace as dispensed in
Three of the candidates expect to receive Deacons dicates a pleasing degree of interest throughout the Dio
nected with Lancaster under the Rev. S. A. Bronson, a good deal of attention and several persons were think- her ordinances,have put themselves to a measure of selfOrders during the present Convention, with several cese in the concerns of our Zion. I was much gratified
Missionary of the General Missionary Society—preach hig of becoming labourers under what they imagined to denial such as would leave little to desire in the way of who
will be admitted to the order of Presbyter.
ed once. The next day rode to Lancaster and preached be its genuine Episcopal sanction. Mr. West besides pecuniary effort in the promotion of religion, were it
The number of persons confirmed since the last report also in observing many from the neighboring parishes, who
is 212.
once, expecting to return and spend the ensuing Lord’s the two churches which he consecrated in Liverpool, generally imitated.
bad come up to partake in the religious services and spiritu
The Church is a very appropriate edifice, neatly finish
It is gratifying and encouraging to compare the pres al enjoyments of the occasion.
was admitted to officiate in a third, and laid the corner
day with that people.
ed and furnished. The parish has hitherto enjoyed on ent condition of the Diocese as represented by the num
March 10th, visited St. Philips’ Circleville, accom stone of a new Church, which was to hold sittings for ly such unfrequent services as could be rendered by the ber of ministers and Churches in comparison with its
The presence of the Rev. Dr. Alilnor, the Gen. Agent
2,
G26
persons,and
was
to
be
called
the
Liverpool
Cathe

clergy at Medina and Liverpool. Mr. Anson Clark, late state a few years since.
panied by the Rev. Mr. Bronson, preached thrice, ad
and Secretary of the Foreign Missionary Committee of the
In 1826, there were, besides the Bishop, only three of Church, lias given much interest to this Convention. Be
dressed and examined the Bible class and Sunday school dral. In a parchment deposited in the stone, Mr. West a Theological Student in the Theological Seminary of
the Diocese, who expects to receive orders at this Con
ministers. In December of 1832 when I first
and confirmed ten. The spiritual state of that parish; was styled “the first Bishop and founder of the vention, will immediately after his ordination, be put in ficiating
visited
the diocese, the number of the clergy including sides the duties connected with his agency, lie has given us
Church.
”
the harmony of its members, the admirable manner in
charge thereof, and will devote part of his time to the the Bishop, was seventeen. It is about three years and the benefit of bis exhortations and counsel in our meetings
A Church was also consecrated in Preston in connec- neighboring village of Elyria.
nine months since that time, and now, after the ordina for prayer, and public worship.— He and his object were
which the congregation sustain their part in the wor
day after my visit to Grafton, I preached in Uni tions at this Convention, our clergy will be forty-six.
cordially welcomed by the Convention, and a committee
ship of the sanctuary and the evidences of religious in tjon with the sect. Six persons received ordination at onThe
parish Liverpool and the next day in that of St. Phil
In December 1832, the churches consecrated were six.
telligence and growth, all speak a great deal for the the hands of its leader and-one was consecrated to take ip Sfrongrsvillo Tlioqf, two parishes will he united din BcSidc.-, which were two log houses used as churches and appointed to consult with him on the best mode of present
ing the ensuing year, under the care of the Rev. Mr, the building recently sold by the parish of St. Paul’s ing the claims of the Alissionary cause to its members.
ministry of the Rev. Mr. Rogers,who, I much regret to part iii his Episcopacy.
Cincinnati and which so far as I can learn was not con Yesterday an opportunity was afforded him to address the
The sect has had, indeed, but a brief existence. It is Smith, residing at Liverpool.
say, has left the diocese, having gone among his own
July the 1st 2nd and 3rd were spent in Trinity Parish secrated.
eountrymen, as Rector of a Parish in Upper Canada.— now I believe unknown. Let us be thankful to the di Cleveland and St. Johns, Ohio City, where I had the so
Since December 1832, twenty new Churches, nearly Convention on the subject of missions, when be took occa
The Rev. J. P . Bausman has succeeded to the charge of vine head of the Church that under his Providence and ciety of the Rev. Messrs. Lyster and O’Brien of Mich all of them well built and excellent edifices have been sion to speak of the advantages of the new organization op
Protection, this scheme so calculated for a while to draw igan, and of the Rev. Messrs. Eaton, Newman and consecrated; three are ready for consecration; four more the Church as to missions,—that it had succeeded beyond
the parish of Circleville.
Payne or this Diocese. All of whom assisted in the sever
nearly completed, and several are in different degrees,
From Circleville, I returned to Lancaster, and on away much people after it has been so soon and entirely al services. Saturday, July 2nd I laid the corner stone are
the most sanguine expectations of its warmest friends, and
advanced. .
brought
to
naught.
of St. John’s Church now being erected In Ohio City,
Sunday, March 13th, preached thiice. A parish has
Twenty four new parishes have been formed since the that the amount received in contributions in either depart
at
night
preached
to
the
people
of
the
parish.
and
Before I resume my narrative of visitations, I must
same date. Many more might easily have been added, ment during nine months was about equal to that received
since been organized at Lancaster, under favorable aus
May their hands be strong for the costly enterprise
it seemed expedient to organize them, where the
pices, and the Rev. Sherlock A. Bronson has been cho acknowledge my obligation to Joshua Bates Esq. of they have undertaken and their pastor’s heart be encour had
materials were ready, without any good prospect of their by both in any previous year. To-morrow evening he is
sen its minister. A Church edifice, I hope, will soon be England for his kindness in furnishing me with his de aged by the grace of God, crowning his labours with spir being soon supplied with the ministry.
expected to address the members of Convention and the
position to certain transactions relative to Mr. West itual blessings. Sunday the 3rd was spent in Cleveland
I am happy to inform the Convention that in conse citizens of the place w'th the view of making a collection for
commenced.
during which I preached twice and confirmed seventeen, quence of the consecration of my Rt. Rev. Brother,
Monday 14th, reached Newark and preached once, af which fell under his observation.
baptized the infant of the Rector and took occasion from Samuel A.Me’Coskry D. D. to the Episcopate of Alichi- -bis object. I hope to be able to furnish some account of
I now resume the narrative of my visitations.
ter which I again returned to my home.
the administration of the two. ordinances to instruct the gan, I have been relieved of the charge of that diocese, the meeting for the Observer.
March 27th, visited St. Matthew’s Perry; preached congregation in two addresses as to Baptism and Confir and am very glad to surrender it into the hands of one
The R.ev. George Montgomery West, late a Presby
In reference to the Alissionary work in this Diocese, the
ter of this diocese, having been by the Standing Com twice, confirmed six and administered the Lord’s sup mation. Sermons were preached while I was in Cleve whom we have all so much reason to welcome as the report of the Committee—which will doubtless appear in
land
by
Messrs.
Newman,
O
’
Brien
and
Eaton.
head
of
the
Church
in
our
neighbouring
State.
May
his
mittee canonically presented for trial, on sundry grave per. This parish lias been gratuitously visited by the
July 5, Visited Bethel Parish, Boston, where I preach hands be made strong in the strength of the God of Is the Observer—evidenced that our organization, based upon
and very serious charges; a copy of the presentment Rev. Mr. Fitch of Kenyon College and is greatly indeb ed twice in different places, administering confirmation rael,and may the most affectionate co-operation and uni the same principle with that of the General Convention,
twice
and the Lord’s supper once. Six were confirmed on ever subsist, for all holy purposes, betweeen the
ted
to
his
kind
offices
and
acceptable
services.
was served on the accused and the names of eight Pres
has been productive of most beneficial results.
About
Churches of Dioceses so closely allied!
April 8th, visited St. Luke’s Granville, preached twice in the two places.
byters of the diocese were sent him that he might chose
A Church is expected to be built at what is called
I have seen with much satisfaction that the General $2,300 have been expended in the Diocese in promoting
a
nd
confirmed
two.
The
gratuitous
visits
of
the
Rev.
therefrom, the five who should form a board for his tri
the Peninsula where the Rev. Abraham Bronson the Pas Sunday School Union of our Church has greatly increas the kindred objects, of missions and ministerial education.
ed in patronage in the several dioceses; in its pecunia Chiefly by means derived from this source, 11 additional
al. No such choice having been notified to me, within Mr. Sparrow to this parish, rendered as often as his oth tor, resides.
July 6, Preached at Hudson, being very kindly received
the time specified by the Canons, I proceeded to appoint er engagements and feeble health would permit, have and affectionately entert.amcd by the President and Pro ry ability to extend its operations; in the efficiency of its clergymen have been settled in the Diocese within the past
internal management, and in its whole promise of a suc
the Rev. Messrs. Muenscher, Fitch, Denison, Hard and greatly promoted its welfare. A considerable subscrip, fessors of the College in that place.
cessful prosecution of its great object. This is one of year.
fora
church
has
been
obtained
and
the
edifice
is
ex

tion
July
7,
visited
ChristChurch
Parish,
Franklin,
preach

the works which, while I am no opponent of the Ameri
Smallwood, to compose the Board. The trial was fixed
The prominent subjects which have claimed the atten
ed twice the following day, and made arrangements with can Union, but rejoice in all its usefulness, I fully be
pected
to
be
soon
commenced.
for the 24th of March, in Mt. Vernon,and the accused,
the
Vestry
for
the
settlement
of
a
Minister.
This
is
a
tion of the Convention have been the completion of the
lieve,
can
only
be
satisfactorily
conducted,
so
as
to
ena

April 10th,I con secrated the new and excellent Church new parish, and promising. A Church will probably be
as well as the standing committee, as his prosecutors,
ble our Church to do her duty to her own flocks, by its arrangement commenced at- the last Convention, by which
was duly notified thereof. The Board assembled on the at Newark; preached twice and confirmed five. Little soon commenced.
being done within our denominational borders, accord the Bishop would derive bis support from the Diocese and
July
8th,
visited
St.
Paul's
Parish,
Akron,
preached
more
than
three
years
had
elapsed
since
my
first
visit
to
ing to our own distinctive principles—in other words by
day appointed, and the accused not appearing for trial
and
met
the
Vestry.
This
new
and
important
parish
is
an Episcopal Union. I have great pleasure in witnessing be disconnected from the Collegiate department of the
and no satisfactory reason appearing for his absence, he Newark, when the parish was scarcely in existence, and for the present associated with that of Franklin for the increasing evidence that our institution for this purpose Seminary. The amount voted for his support has been
only
some
three
or
four
females
took
a
lively
interest
in
support of a Minister. The Rev. Mr. Barrow has re is fast rising to the efficiency required,and do therefore
was reported to me for contumacy, and in obedience to
happily made up by subscriptions for the term of five years.
the requisition of the Canons, was suspended from the the Church,an d to build a church edifice and support a cently been invited by both to assume the care of them cordially recommend it to the confidence and support The subject of the prevalent desecration of the Sabbath
and is now labouring as their Pastor. A Church will pro of the Diocese. Its publications will be found very
minister
seemed
too
impossible
to
be
seriously
thought
ministry. He was at the same time directed to that sec
bably be soon undertaken at Akron.
was introduced, and resolutions recommending it as a mat
useful in all families.
tion of the canons which provide that the sentence of of. Now a spacious,substantial and unusually tasteful
July 9th, preached at Middlebury. The next day, the> The trial which has been afforded since last Septem ter requiring the special attention and rebuke both of the
gothic
Church
is
finished,
without
any
aid
from
beyond
the
suspension “may be reversed, if within three calendar
Lord’s day, was spent in St. John’s Parish Cuyahoga ' ber of the new organization of the Alissionary Society clergy and laity, were passed and ordered to be printed in
months, the accused shall tender himself ready, and ac" precincts of Newark, a large bell has been purchased; a Falls. In the morning I consecrated the Church, preach of the Church making the society and the Church strict the Observer.
ed, administered confirmation to three persons and ad ly identical, Jias borne very encouraging testimony in its
cordingly appear and receive his trial; but if he shall Rector is supported; the communicants have increased dressed the congregation on the setting apart of their favours Right in principle by all acknowledgement, the
Two vacancies were filled in the Board of Trustees by
to
upwards
of
50;
the
parish
is
not
wanting
in
contri

not so tender himself, the Bishop in view of the facts
place of worship, and again on the warrant and nature only doubt with any was, whether the church was pre the election of Rev. George Denison and C. P. Bucking
butions
to
the
Missionary,
Education
and
other
benevo
pared for so great a change. Under the zealous and effi
of the ordinance of the laying on of hands.
alleged in the presentment, shall proceel, if he think
exertions of the Foreign and Domestic Secretaries ham.
After a short interval the congregation again assem cient
proper, to pass sentence of degradation from the minis lent causes, and docs not forget to pay the expense of its
and
General Agents, the answer of the Church to that
The usual committees and officers of the Diocese wero
Minister in attending upon the Convention of the Diocese. bled, when the whole time was given to the communion
try.”
question has been obtained and the more than expected
April 19th, I commenced a visitation of the Parishes service except so much as was occupied by an address on advance upon the missionary receipts of any preceding appointed, a list of which will he found below. The
The three months elapsed and no communication was in the northern section of the Diocese. Next day, ac the subject of the Lord’s Supper. At the third service I year, have satisfied all minds that the time for the Church next Convention is appointed to meet in Columbus__ The
received from the accused. In view of the evidence in companied by the Rev. Mr. Fitch reached Mill Creek, preached again on the relation between the Pastor and to take back the missionary cause into her own hands Convention is expected to adjourn this evening, and
his flock. The congregation was extremely large and
my possession in support of the presentment, I could where is the parish of St. Mark’s. Preached once.— crowded, the people having thronged from a great dis and manage it by her own authorities lrad fully come.
with the solemn and interesting services of to-morrow—
I have the happiness of announcing to the Convention
have no question as to the path of duty, and therefore This parish had long been destitute of clerical services. tance. Serious and solemn attention characterized their
when three are-expected to be admitted tc Deacon’s orders,
that
by
invitation
from
the
ecclesiastical
authority
of
proceeded on the 22nd of July, to pass sentence of de It is now occasionally visited by the Rev. Mr. William behaviour. The building erected by that people, well the diocese to the General Missionary Society, the and twelve to that of Priests—its duties and labors will
becomes the rising character and great importance of
gradation and to issue to Mr. West and the Bishops of son who resides at Gambier. The day following, I their flourishing village. It has cost a few zealous and Rev. James Alilnor, D. D. Secretary and General Agent close.
the Church and the clergy and parishes of this diocese the preached in Coshocton.
beloved brethren of the laity a great deal of effort, ex of the Foreign Committee of that Institution is in this
pense and anxiety. They have every prospect of being city for the purpose of promoting the cause of Missions
necessary notices of the same.
The former Secretary of Convention having declined
April 22d, I preached at New Philadelphia in the well rewarded in seeing their Church a great blessing to through the special opportunity afforded by this Con
vention. I trust you will take immediate measures toshow a re-election, the Rev. J. Muenscher was chosen.
Before taking leave of this painful subject I must ex Court house and the next day had service, lectured, con their neighborhood.
him a cordial welcome and to adopt the course best cal
The Standing Committee of the Diocese consists of
press my grateful sense of the obligations I am under, as firmed four persons and administered the Lord’s supper
Monday July 11, Visited St. Paul’s Medina, accom culated to advance his object.
panied by the Rev. Messrs. Barrow and Newman. The
well as the diocese, to the Rev. R. P. Buddicom and the jn a private house.
I recommend the Bishop White Prayer Book society the Rev. W. Sparrow, W. Preston, AI. 1 • C. V. ing and
Church of this parish not yet being sufficiently finished
Alessrs. G. P. Williams, B. S. Brown and E. Alling.
Rev. Thomas Tattershall,clergymen of the Church of
April 23, reached Massillon,and on the following day, to be used, I preached the next day in the Court House, to the patronage of the diocese.
Delegates to General Convention Rev. W. Sparrow,
An institution for the cheap publication and gratui
England, at Everton near Liverpool, for the great kind being the Lord’s day, preached twice and baptized two addressed the people on Confirmation and confirmed four
tous distribution of copies of the Book of Common E. Boyden, E. Allen, W. A. Smallwood, and Messrs.ness and diligence with which they complied with my children. The parish of St. Timothy has since been teen. After a brief interval, the congregation re-assembled Prayer,
where
it
cannot
be
purchased,
is
of
great
impor

request, addressed to the former that he would obtain regularly organized in Massillon, the Rev. John Swan for the Lord’s Supper, when the Rev. Air. Newman tance. The Society, above named, only needs more Kellogg, Howard, J. Johnston and D. I. Caswell.
preached. After which I met the Vestry.
Sunday School Committee. — Rev. Alessrs. Brooke,Haight
means to do its work with energy.
and transmit to me suitable evidence respecting the cler has entered upon his duties as its pastor; a church has
The next day, I visited St. Jude’s, Alontvillc and
Allen and Horrell, and Alessrs. D. I. Caswell, S. P. Chase
ical proceedings of Mr. West in Liverpool. In a letter been commenced upon a spacious and beautiful plan; preached,
Our
diocesan
paper,
the
Gambier
Observer,
requires
after which I returned entirely exhausted to
accompanying a mass of documentary evidence which great enterprise characterizes those who have undertaken seek needful rest at home. After about ten days recruit the aid ot the clergy and of all our parishes to extend Bissel and Bell.
Missionary and Education Committee___ Rev. Alessrs.
ing
1
spent
Sunday July 24th in St. Paul’s Parish, Mt. its circulation and increase the means of its efficient sup
could only have been procured by great effort on the it and an open door seems to be presented to the effectu
port. I cannot but think that there is too little interest felt
Vernon, preached two discourses, one of them on Mis on
this head. The Clergy will materially consult the in Sparrow, Wing, Hard and Denison, and Alessrs. Buck"
part of those gentlemen, Mr. Buddicom writes that Mr. al preaching of the gospel. I am happy to hear that sionary duty, made an address on confirmation and con
terests of religion in their parishes, and heads of families ’ngham, Baclie, Williams and Brown.
Tattershall had long felt and had more than once spoke spirited measures have been taken to provide Mr. Swan firmed ten.
may greatly aid its holy influence in their households,
with him upon the necessity of some testimony from with a Parsonage.
Being exceedingly desirous of finishing my plan of by taking a more active part in behalf of this paper. No
Bishop Mcllvaine’s Charge.
thence, of their persuasion that Bishop Chase had been
April 26th, visited St. James’ parish, comprizing the visitation before the Convention, especially of visiting family connected with our diocese should be without it.
US I published at this office, Bishop Mcltvaine's second
certain parishes in the Southwest of Ohio, I was too Every clergyman in the diocese should act the part of an
much wronged (by West’s pretensions) and that it was jpwns of Canfield and Boardman, preached twice that easily
led to suppose that my throat had sufficiently re agent in obtaining subscribers. I he Lay-deputies of the
Charge to the Clergy of the Protestant Episcopal Church
a duty to say so. “He feels (says Mr. Buddicom) that day in Canfield, and the next day, twice in St. James’ covered from its recent debility to allow me again to ven parishes should participate in this interest. Let me hope
of Ohio, delivered before the Nineteenth Annual Conven
duty to be in some degree performed by his activity in Church Boardman, baptized three adults and confirmed ture upon active duty. Accordingly on the 26th of Ju that you will return to your homes with a determination tion of the Diocese, at Cleveland, S ept. 9th. 1836. Or
ly I set out for Delaware, Radnor, Columbus, Cliilicothe to redeem the time in this respect and make a vigorous ders for copies addressed to Rev. AI - T. C. Wing will he
eleven, the Rev. Mr. Eaton assisting.
this matter; and would gladly with myself do more.”
and Portsmouth. I reached Delaware and preached, but effort to get your parishes to be supporters of their dio duly attended to. The price is $8 00 ahundred or 10 cts
A new and tasteful Church was then nearly completed was immediately sensible that I must resign the idea oi cesan paper.
Among the documents received by the kindness of
single copy.
these Brethren, is the original letter of Deacon’s orders at Canfield, which has since been finished and is now any more labour in speaking for a considerable time and
1 am happy to say that the system of weekly offer'
Qambier, Sept. 19. 1836»
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induced them to erect a kind of log-house at a convenient
its influence will often hot judge concerning posed to unite in them is, in our view, one of distance from their .own dwelling, as a refuge in case of
POETRY.
emergency. Two months afterwards, there was a nj„ht f
the propriety of using it as a beverage, as they the “suitable ways” of promoting this cause.
22. Recommends to the executive commit impenetrable darkness and awful tempest. The windows
would
judge
should
they
not
use
it.
From the London Christian Observer.
of heaven were opened, and deluges of rain descended. It
6. That as abstinence from the use, as a bev tee of the American Temperance Union to con appears that the family had retired to rest, when the com
THE DYING CHILD.
sider
the
expediency
of
sending
a
delegation
erage, of intoxicating liquor, is the only course
mingling elements began their work of devastation. qqle
“Sweet mother, I seem gentle music to hear.
. „
in which it can be rationally expected that in to all parts of our country, and also to foreign whirlwind seized the avalanche, the fearful weapon of
“ ’Tis hut fancy, my child, turn to slumber again.
temperate persons can never be pei manently re countries to confer with the friends of temper warfare, and hurled it down the steep; the deluge lent his
“ Nay, surely'tis music; hark, mother! tis near, . „
powerful aid, and rushed headlong in a thousand streams,
formed and as the example and kind moral in ance with regard to the best means of promot checked
It floats round my couch with its gladdening strain,
by some unknown obstacle, the wide torrent, which
fluence of the temperate is the grand mean o ing this cause:to collect and diffuse information was hastening
with unspeakable impetunity in a direct
“ ’Tis but fancy, my child; let me moisten thy lips;
and unite the counsels and efforts of all friends course to Willey
leading
the
intemperate
to
adopt
and
pursue
’s house, divided into two streams immedi
These breezes will temper thy feverish brow:
of
temperance
in
extending
its
blessings
among
a course so essential to their present and fu
ately above it, and only sweeping away the stable, reunited
Some bee buzzes by as its nectar it.sips;
all
people.
below; leaving the dwelling itself like a peaceful, island
ture good the more extensively this course
’Tis nothing, my child; thou wilt rest better now."
23. That as the promotion ot this cause in in a billowy sea. The unhappy inhabitants, however, it
is adopted by the moral part of the communi
“ Then ’tis nothing, dear mother, and yet sure ’tis sweet;
supposed, had arisen from their beds in terror. That
ty, the more useful in our view, will be the in creases the means and facilities for acquiring isthey
It comforts my soul, for it whispers of bliss;
had retired to rest, the state of the beds and furniture
fluence of their example, and the more speedy property, and augments all the sources of na demonstrated? hut probably in an attempt to escape to the
Were I dying, and angels my spirit would greet,
They could not bring welcomer music than this.
and bright the triumph of the Redeemer s tional wealth prosperity and happiness,it is re asylum they had recently provided, they perished. Wot
spectfully suggested to the patriotic of every one remained to tell the taleof horror, nor were the bodies of
cause.
And do you not hear it ? and do you not see
description especially the opulent, whether,
nine sufferers found for some days. The morning light
Yon seraph that beckons me hence to the sky ?
7. That, as it is proved by facts that intoxica should they furnish pecuniary means for the uni the
revealed the uninjured house, the green in front flourishing
Perhaps, dearest mother, ’tis sent but to me;
,
ting liquor as a beverage, is neither needful nor versal diffusion of information on this subject, like an oasis in the desert, on whose springing verdure Wil
May I go if it calls? may I yield it reply ?
useful: as it produces many and aggravates most they would not become eminently the benefac ley s flock of sheep were grazing in quiet enjoyment. The
Gentle babe, I came for thee;
rude memorial of this calamity, is to be seen in a pole,
diseases to which the human frame is liable; as
I did come to bear thee home,
of our race.
across which a hoard u nailed, to indicate the situation
When I can read my title clear,
if the cause of drunkenness and its numerous tors
Far from mortal agony,;
24. That as the influence of woman is essen where the bodies were found. Such is the interest every
gave her much pleasure and she repeated the and appalling evils; we most kindly and affec
Come, then, gentle infant, come.
where felt in this sad story, that it seems as if it had awaktial to the promotion and permanent prosperity ened
last
verse
with
animation,
—
the sympathies of all America.
tionate invite all by abstaining from it, to per of every great and good cause; and as she and
Cooled shall be that fervid cheek,
“There shall I bathe my weary soul,
mit those evils to cease.
Every tear be wiped away ;
those whom she holds most dear have been,and
In seas of heavenly rest,
Ere the orient morning break
8. That as the [prevailing} use of intoxicat while the use of intoxicating liquor as a bever
The History of the Constitution—To every Ameri
And not a wave of trouble roll
Thou shalt be in endless day.
ing liquor, as a beverage, tends not only to pro age continues, ever must be among the greatest can reader, not only to every statesman and politician, hut
Across my peaceful breast.”
to every freeman capable of rightly esteemed the institu
Yes, meek babo, ’twas 1 that sung;
She inquired if Mr. T----- would wish to duce and aggravate diseases, but to render them sufferers from its effects, and as abstinence from tions under which we live, no forthcoming work can he of
Heavenly anthems thou didst hear;
hereditary and thus to deteriorate the human its use would effectually and for ever prevent greater interest than the only authentic History of the
preach
a
funeral
sermon,
and
said
that
she
Strains to soothe thy dying pang,
should like to have him preach from these texts race ; as it often produces a predisposition to these evils and greatly promote the interests of Constitution of the United States, from the lucid and faith
Hymns thy parting soul to cheer.
-t .St. John, vi. 37: “Him that cometh unto insanity, and is in many cases the manifest her own sex, it is to be hoped that she will in ful pen of James Madison, the first (or one of the first) of
Tell her, on whose tender breast
great founders and architects. Of the value of such a
me I will in no wise cast out," and Proverbs cause of that distressing malady; as it occasions all places and at all times, give to this cause the its
Soft reclines thy fainting head,
work no one could he a better judge than Mr. Madison
an
immense
loss
of
property
and
of
social
and
Thou shalt shortly be at rest—
all-pervading and all-conquering influence of himself, and he has, in his will, provided for its publica
vii. 17: “Those that seek me early shall find
Say not, numbered with the dead.
domestic enjoyment: as it weakens the power of her own delicate and lovely example.
me.”
tion, borne the most emphatic testimony on the subject,
No; while o’er thy mouldering dust
whilst directing the avails of the publication to be applied to
Thursday. One of her young acquaintan motives over the human mind to do right and
Resolved,
That
in
maintaining
the
propriety
Falls the tear of earthly love,
increases the power of motives to do wrong; as
purposes wholly disinterested, humane and literary. We
ces
called
to
see
her;
she
was
so
low
that
we
and
necessityof
total
abstinence
from
all
that
will
Thou shalt live amidst the just,
are indebted to a friend for a copy of so much of the will
thought she would not know or notice her; hut it tends to blind the understanding sear the con intoxicate, this convention make no decision of
Brighter life in heaven above.
the illustrious deceased, (dated April 15th, 1835,) as re
after she had been standing by her a few min science, pollute the affections, harden the heart as to the grounds of our united action, because lates to this work; in which, as follows, we are sure that
Bid her, then, sweet babe, rejoice,
and
debase
all
the
powers
of
man;
asit
produ

utes, Octavia recollected her, and inquired af
we believe that our harmony and efficiency in our readers will find much to interest them:
That to her the boon is given,
“I will give my personal estate of every description, or
fectionately for her school-mates, and then ask ces most of the pauperism and crimes in the the great cause of temperance forbids us to
To resign, at Jesus’ voice,
ed her young friend, if she knew how happy community; as it tends to prevent the purity conflict unnecessarily with those who may dif namental as well as useful, except as hereinafter otherwise
One more cherub-saint to heaven.
given
my dear wife; and 1 also give to her all my man
she had been in her sickness? II----- answer and permanence of ffee institutions, and all the fer from us in theory, while we are all united uscripttopapers,
And should Heaven’s benign decree
having entire confidence in her discreet and
inestimable
benefits
which
are
adapted
to
impart;
ed, that she heard she was happy, but was sor
’Whelm her bosom with despair,
proper use of them, but subject to the qualification in the
in practice.
as
it
tends
also
to
hinder
the
efficacy
of
the
Bid her thither follow thee ;
ry to see her so sick. Octavia instantly replied,
Closing Resolution.—As the wisdom of our succeeding clause. Considering the peculiarity and mag
Tell her she shall meet thee there.
“Oh no ! oh no! not sorry! it will soon he gospel and all means for intellectual elevation, plans and the success of our operations will de nitude of the occasion which produced the Convention, at
Philadelphia, in 1787, the characters who composed it, the
the moral purity, the social happiness and the
over.”
Breathe her now a soft farewell;
pend on, and be the result of the Divine bless Constitution which resulted from their deliberations, its
Whisper, sinking on her breast,
“Octavia,” said a friend, “would you not eternal good of men; as it tends to shorten hu ing, the friends of temperance everywhere are effects during a trial of so many years on the people living
There is joy when angels tell
like to get well, and go to school again with man life and to ruin the souls of men, it does requested to seek tor this cause the continuance under it, and the interest it has inspired among the friends
Heaven hath gained another guest. ’ •
of free government, it is not an unreasonable inference that
H----- !” “No,” she replied, “I had rather die, not appear to us to be right that men should so of the Divine guidance and favor.
a careful and extended report of the proceedings and dis
Doth thy saintly mother weep,
and go to be with Christ, where I shall be al use it, or furnish it to be so used by others, and
cussions of that body, which were with closed doors, by a
As her kiss imprints thy brow ?
we cannot but hope that [the time will come
ways happy.”
member who was constant in his attendance, will be par
See—she thinks those eyelids sleep ;
when}
no
enlightened
friend
of
humanity
will
MISCELLANY.
Sabbath morning. Her strength is fast was
ticularly gratifying to the People of the United States, and
Rescued babe, where art thou now ?
do
either.
to all who take an interest in the progress ofpolitical science
ting, and this morning she was so ill, that we
Far we have outstripped the sun,
PASSAGE
OF
THE
WHITE
MOUNTAINS.
and the cause of true liberty. It is my desire that the re
9. That We view with special approbation,
proposed having morning prayers below stairs.
Yonder fades the last bright star ;
We extract the following lively description of the White port as made by me should he published under her authorShe inquired, why we were going below ? We and bail as a token for good, the formation, on
Hark ! the prelude has begun !
Mountains, in New Hampshire, from Drs. Cox and Ho ity and direction; and as the publication may yield a con
told her, that she was so sick that we feared it t he plan of total abstinence from all intoxicat lly
Dost thou now know where we are ?
’s “Visit to the American Baptists.”—Christian Watch- siderable amount beyond the necessary expenses thereof to
ing liquor, as a beverage, of increasing numbers man.
would
disturb
her
to
have
the
family
assemble
my wife, charged with the following Legacies, to be paid
Take thy harp; for sweetest strain
oAemperance
societies,especially
among
young
in her room. She said it would not, and reques
Glads the everlasting hymn,
A great part of our route lay through forests, from the out of that fund only.” &c. &c.—National Intelligencer.
men,and should the example of that most inter recesses of whose sylvan temple, we offered aspirations of
ted to have them called.
When earth’s woe-worn, ransomed train
Voice to heaven’s own cherubim.
A short time after prayers, she asked me if I esting class of our citizens be universally fol gratitude to God, and through whose leafy apertures we
Reptiles in Texas.—It is stated in Edwards’ History
did not think she was death-struck. I told her lowed by the young, it ’touldmake them in this caught occasional views of enchanting mountain scenery. of Texas that scorpions and centipedes are numerous and
Still she weeps! but could she tell
The little village of Conn-ay is bounded on the north and
respect
eminently
the
benefactors
of
our
coun

that I did not know, but thought her time was
in that country. There are lizards of every
How thou strik’st those golden wires;
west by lofty summits above which the White Mountains i, dangerous
hue, generall}’ harmless, except the smooth broad backed
Could she hear thy harpings swell
short with us. She looked up and said.— try and the world.
are seen to tower in the distance of nearly thirty miles--Spiders also of every diversity abound, from the
The jubilance of heavenly lyres;
“Should you not think me dying !” I answer
10. That the proprietors of taverns, stores, This is the loftiest range in the United States, excepting Ij ones.
tarantula, one of the most disgusting and venomous creaed, “I don’t know hut you are.” She simply stages, steamboats, railroads, and other places only the Rocky Mountains, which appear to he the natural , tures in the country, which will measure when full grown
Though some tear-drop still might fall—•
of the far-off west. The highest of the White
For to weep man’s race is born—replied, “It is well" and told me to give her and vehicles of public accommodation: and also boundary
Mountains is one which has been stamped by American pa j five or six inches, to a small slender striped one of the most
Blending smiles would gild the pall
smelling
bottle
to
her
cousin,
for
she
had
pro

of manufactories and public works, who have ex triotism, with the name of Washington. Its elevation is ' insinuating appearance, hut as the author can testify by
Where those eyelids wait the morn.
mised to give it to her when she had done with cluded from their premises intoxicating liquor about 5350 feet above the Connecticut river. To others dear bought experience of the most poisonous nature. The
flat black-headed centipede grows enormously large, is ex
Now she smiles! her brow is calm !
it.
have taken a course adapted to promote the not greatly inferior, have been appropriated the names of tremely
poisonous, and his haunts are chiefly to bo found
Yet, earth-veiled, she doth not know
their
admired
Presidents,
Jefferson,
Adams,
Madison,
and
As soon as she could speak again, she told benefit and they ought to receive the counten Monroe. The association is, however, scarcely consistent under rotten logs and moss grown rocks----American Citi
Angel guest hath strewed this balm,
me to remember the texts she had selected for ance and support of the community.
Sent to minister below.
with good taste. It forces you always to think in metaph zen.
Mr. T----- .
11. That the practice of excluding IntosicQ or. it ha« no discrimination in it; and at some sudden
Still methinks I see her pale!
In the course of the forenoon, she repeated ting liquors from celebrations of the anniversa turns of conversation, you scarcely know whether you are
Caught at Last.—A person who keeps a provision store
Has she meekly Heaven forgiven ?
of men or mountains. The reader will now be was detected this morning in stealing some pigeons from
in a feeble voice, her favorite hymn—
ry of our national independence, and other talking
Oh ! might we but burst the veil,
pleased to think only of the latter, and to accompany our a stall in Faneuil Hall Market, where he was purchasing
Soon would beat that bosom riven.
“How lost wasiiiy condition
public occasions, is adapted to promote the party into this wild scenery. Although avoiding, in gen supplies for his own shambles up town. The owner of
Till Jesus made me whole.”
highest interest of our country, and to perpet eral, much deviation from the direct purpose of furnishing the pigeons had frequently, of late, missed birds and otherYet ’twill soon be rent; and then,
At a time when she seemed to suffer great uate the blessing of free institutions to all time. a report of religious affairs, I may be allowed to assume small game from his stall, but could not tell how they were
Robed with joy, and decked with palms,
the traveller for a moment in describing our course through taken away. "On observing the theft this morning, he
Mother, would’st thou take again
ly one said to her, “The sufferings of this pre
12. That when the citizens of this republic the Notch. This term, and that of Gup, is applied to a asked
Thy loved babe from Jesus’ arms?
no questions and made no accusation; hut when the
sent
time
are
not
worthy
to
he
compared
with
shall all abstain from the use, as a beverage, of narrow defile, in one place only twenty-three feet wide, keeper of the provision store had left the market, he sent
S. C. W.
the glory which shall be revealed,”—“Yes,” intoxicating liquor, they will be more quick to through which is a road crossed by the river Saco; but can after
him a messenger, with a hill of this tenor:—“Mr.
she said, “hereafter.” As we stood around, discern and more able effectually to guard any thing be more out of taste? A notch makes one think --------to---------- , Dr.: for Pigeons, ete. delivered at sun
JUVENILE
weeping to see her sufferings, she whispered, “I against all dangers to which they may be expos of the stick we used to cut in the days of our boyhood, dry times, $50. ” The bill was paid on presentation, and
to
measure
the
hours
before
the
holy-days;
and
a
gap
re

not
a
word
said.—Boston Transcript of Friday.
am not discouraged.” She then spoke of the ed, and thus to transmit unimpaired the bless minds one of the hedges and fences wc were accustomed to
From the Christian Witness.
children with affection, and requested me to ing which they enjoy, to future generations.
break through in the same frolicksome season.
THE CHILD’S TESTIMONY__ No. V.
pray for them, “once for her sake.”
Whoever has an eye for nature, or a recollection of
In Chancery.
13. That the benefits which foreign countries Switzerland,
will find inexpressible gratification among
In
the
afternooon,
she
spoke
of
her
strong
The afternoon of Wednesday, August 2nd,
Aiuei. Foster vs. Ariel Chandler.
appear
to
be
receiving
from
the
efforts
of
phil

these
scenes.
Burke
has
decided
that
the
terrible
is
an
was fixed upon for Octavia’s Baptism, and al confidence in God, and said, “When I was first anthropic men in the United States for the pro element of the sublime, and . here the overawed observer r g MIE said Abiel Chandler is hereby notified that on th
though very feeble in body, her soul seemed to sick, Mr. It----- told. me that, if 1 loved God, motion of temperance, are adapted to encourage may find an apt and ample illustration. Even from the S 18th of July, A. D. 1836, the said Abiel Foster filed
receive strength, to sustain her in calmness and when I died I should go to heaven. It is true us to make still greater exertions, and to per distance of Conway, the picturesque and the beautiful so in the Court of Common Pleas of the County of Knox
State of Ohio, a bill in Chancery against the said Abiel
serenity through the services. Her counte —I do love him, and he loves me.” She then severe in our efforts for the furtherance of this licit attention, as they stand up in continual rivalry. As and
rocky path winds into the recesses of this vast solitude, Chandler, the object and prayer of which bill is to obtain
nance, pale and wan by reason of her long and repeated one of her texts, “He that cometh cause, till its blessings shall become universal. the
now traversing some deep and awful glen, then treading the a specific performance of a certain agreement entered into
painful sickness, was animated with that heaven unto me I will in no wise cast out.” She then
labyrinths of a lone wilderness—now scaling the steep between Abiel Foster the father of said Complainant and
14.
That
the
sending
out
of
New
England
ly expression, which belongs rather to angels mentioned all her brothers and sisters by name,
mountain, and anon running side by side with some bab said defendant for the conveyance of Lot No. 13, Section
and said, “Sister they must all die, and what if rum, and other like poisons,to be used as a bev bling brook, or more rapid torrent—then again ascending 4, Township 9, Range 11, U. S. Military Land in the
than to man.
erage, to foreign ports, especially to the unen to unfold scenes of desolation, where the busy whirlwind District of Ohio, and in case the said Defendant should
they do not love God!”
“A few calm words of faith and prayer,
not be able so to do that he shall refund the purchase mo
But her own hour had now come, and this lightened and partially civilized nations and and the blasting lightning have called to their aid the fier ney
A few bright drops of holy dew,
interest and damages by reason of the premises—And
powers, and precipitated huge trees, flourishing groves
Had worked a wonder there,
Sabbath which she had commenced on earth, tribes of the human family is in our view morally cest
the
said Abiel Chandler is further notified .(hat unless he
disruptured
rocks
in
one
mighty
ruin,
as
if
a
thousand
Earth’s charmers never knew.”
was to have no end, for it was continued forever wrong, adapted to ruin the bodies and souls of JEtnas had vomitted their lavas on the scorched and woe- appears and pleads, answers or demurs to the said hili with
“IIow glad I am that I ant baptized,” she in Heaven. At half past 3 o’clock in the af men, and to rank its authors among the destroy stricken hills;—as these scenes become revealed, successive in sixty days after the next term of said Court the said
impressions of awe spring up in the mind, while, as the Abiel Foster at the Term next after the expiration of said
said, “I felt very much sunk and weak before, ternoon, Sept. 10th, 1826, she fell asleep in Je ers of mankind.
sixty days will apply to said Court to take the mattcrs'of
15. and 16. Recommending the publications eye catches revealings of intermingled loveliness, and the said
but soon as I had received the ordinance, I felt sus, and was at rest.
bill as confessed, and decree thereon accordingly.
ear listens to the voice of whispering cascades, inviting
strong, and so happy! if I had known the joy it
“Whosoever shall humble himself as this lit- of the American Temperance Society, and ad you
D. CAMPBELL DUNLAP,
to contemplate embowering groves, or shelving rocks
vising
the
“
Documents
”
to
he
furnished
to
all
would have given me, I should have been bap- i tie child, the same is greatest in the kingdom of
Sol. for Compl't.
or graceful curvatures, fringed with shrubs and verdure,
tized weeks ago.”
heaven. Their angels do always behold the professional men, teachers, and educated young other emotions arise of bewildering astonishment and ad Dated July 18, 1836.—6w
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or with their nodding forests to menace his approach. But Rev ,WM. PRESTON, ................. Columbus,
be
the world and do~ the jng the past years, especially in foreign coun
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P. ALDERMAN,.. Windsor,
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while here, I did not wish to be like the strumentality, the time may be hastened when place, such a publication, to be a depository, as hibiting prostrate trees with their broken branches, which D
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world.”
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But her trust and confidence in God remains ing liquor, and from the making and furnishing tries, and take measures to collect information darkness
narrow opening, and in the centre of a graceful sweep of Rev. ERASTUS BURR.................... Worthington,
BASSETT........................ Canfield,Trumbull Co.
firm, so that she welcomes all the unpleasant of it to be so used by others.
and to extend its circulation and influence mountains, takes refuge in the only human inhabitation__ JOSEPH
Rev. WM. A. SMALLWOOD, ..... Zanesville,
4. That as millions of our fellow men do not throughout the world.
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with intermingling lakes, forests, and “rivers un CHAS. WILTBERGEK................. Washington, D. C.
did not look very sick ; being answered in the it, entire conviction of the safety and utility of societies he requested to take such a course as west,
known to song.”
Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN.................... Monroe,
affirmative, she said, “All I can now say is, that the latter course it is earnestly recommended to will, in their yiew, most effectually accomplish
C. TROWBRIDGE, Esq............ Detroit,
The occurrence of an awful catastrophe, a few years ago, C.
Rev.
N. I.YSTER,........................ . Tecumseh,
heart and flesh fail me, but God is my strength all to avail themselves of this most unexcep the object.
has superseded an affecting interest to these wild and mag Rev. WM. SUDDARDS................. Philadelphia,Penn.
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21. That the embodying of all the members nificent regions. A family of the name of Willey, resided R.
and portion forever—the love of God is indeed tionable and convincing species of evidence,
M. WHITE................................... New York.
and to make the results known to the world.
of families, embracing children as well as adults, about two miles from the commencement of the Notch. C. GRISWOLD................................. Utica, New-York.
unspeakable!”
JONES ............................ Crawfordsville, Indiana.
5. That as intoxicating liquor is “a mocker,” Sabbath schools, and literary institutions, in On the 28th of June, 1826,they were much terrified by an ROBERT
“I am going from a sinful world,” she said,
”. W. HASKINS.............................. Boston, Mass.
avalanche of loose earth, rocks, and uprooted trees, which CW
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“at tne best time ; I should soon be at an age,
rushed from the mountain top during a storm. This alarm Rev. P, R. MI NA RD,..................... St. Louis, Missouri.

when there are a great many temptations for
young persons, and they are very likely to be
led away by them. O how delightful it would
be if we could see all the young girls in town
converted and become Christians!”
Sunday, September. From shortness of
breath, she is unable to converse much; her dis
tress to-day has been great; a constant oppres
sion at the lungs has afflicted her, but her mind
has been kept in perfect peace. She inquired,
how much longer she could live ; and said,
“When my body is distressed, how much I
should suffer if I had not another world to look
forward to;—when Mr. W------prayed with me
yesterday, I felt so revived and strengthened,
that you can’t tell how happy I was.” When
she was in great bodily distress, a friend repeat
ed toiler 2nd Cor. iv. 17. “Yes,” she respond
ed, with emphasis, “an eternal weight of glo
ry!” In the afternoon, she wished to hear
some hymns read ; the hymn,

